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 IFC-IOR is premised on mutual collaboration and cooperation and aims to advance maritime safety 

and security in the Indian Ocean Region. The Centre aims to work closely with national and regional 

agencies as well as like-minded organisations/ Centres to generate comprehensive Maritime Domain 

Awareness. The mutual collaboration is further enhanced with the presence of International Liaison 

Officers (ILOs) from partners nations positioned at the Centre. The Monthly Maritime Security 

Update (MMSU) is a comprehensive effort by the Centre to generate an overarching picture to assist 

the maritime community in better understanding of the maritime challenges and threats in the region. 

While the various maritime security threats are monitored on a daily basis by the integrated team with 

ILOs, and is disseminated through the IFC-IOR website, the maritime security analysis culminates in 

the form of monthly MMSU. The maritime security incidents for the duration of 01 Jul – 31 Jul 20 

have been categorised under the following heads:-  

    (a)   Piracy and Armed Robbery    (b) Maritime Terrorism               

    (c)  Contraband Smuggling                             (d) Irregular Human Migration                                                   

    (e)  Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing  (f) Maritime Incidents   

    (g)  Natural Events      (h) Environmental Security 

 

A total of 163 incidents were monitored in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the month of Jul 20. 

Maritime incidents comprised one third of the total and were followed by IUU fishing, Contraband 

Smuggling, Irregular Human Migration and Piracy & Armed Robbery.   

 

Additionally, the Centre also monitors the maritime traffic in IOR. As per data observed, in 2019 

approximately 1,45,000 vessels were observed to be operating in the region. At any given instant, an 

average of 11,000-12,000 distinct vessels have been observed in IOR, though in the month of Jul 20, 

the number has been observed to be around 13,000. 

 

SCOPE 

OVERVIEW OF INCIDENTS 
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Piracy & Armed Robbery IUU Fishing Irregular Human Migration Contraband Smuggling Maritime Incidents Maritime Terrorism 
 

* GoG – Focus on only Piracy & Armed Robbery incidents; Mediterranean – Focus on only IHM incidents  
 

The maritime security situation in the wider Indian Ocean region has been monitored under various maritime security threat 

categories for the month of Jul 20. 
 

 Piracy & Armed Robbery – There was a 30 % decrease in total number of incidents monitored by the Centre in the 

month of Jul 20 as compared to Jun 20. Maximum incidents were monitored in Gulf of Guinea followed by incidents on vessels 

underway in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, in the waters off South China Sea, sea theft in Makassar Strait and attempted 

robbery in Bay of Bengal. Three kidnapping incidents leading to kidnap of 27 crew members were reported in Gulf of Guinea. 

The reported incidents in GoG amounted to a 42 % decrease in the total number of incidents as compared to Jun 20 and 63 % 

from May 20. The sharp decrease may be attributed to proactive efforts by Nigeria in the form of NIMASA, ‘Op CALM 

WATERS II’, implementation of BMP West Africa in Mar 20 and heavy weather conditions in the ongoing rainy season. 

However, the increased number of kidnappings, attacks at 150 nm and 210 nm from the shore, which are the furthest attacks from 

shore, recorded off the coast in the Gulf of Guinea in the last ten years remains a huge concern for safety of mariners. The number 

of incidents recorded at various anchorages in Malacca and SCS saw a decrease from the previous month, however, three 

incidents in SOMS including two in the eastbound lane of TSS continue to be a concern.  

 Contraband Smuggling – The month of Jul 20 witnessed a 15 % increase in the reported incidents of contraband 

smuggling as compared to Jun 20 and is a 100 % increase from May 20.  Similar to a pattern observed in Jun 20, the drug seizures 

reported were twice the number of incidents reported in Apr and May 20. Major drugs which were seized included Cannabis, 

Hashish and Methamphetamine. The Centre recorded a sharp increase in the reported incidents of cigarette smuggling in SE Asia. 

Incidents of fuel smuggling were reported off Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. The overall increase in the incidents 

may be attributed to use of sea route for transhipment of drugs in the COVID-19 backdrop & associated stringent enforcement at 

the entry/ exit points and proactive reporting of seizures by the enforcement agencies.   

 IUU Fishing – The Centre recorded a minor increase in the reported incidents of IUU fishing in Jun 20, however, this was 

a 60% increase from May 20. There was an increase in both local IUU incidents and poaching undertaken by foreign fishermen. 

The local IUU involved incidents using banned nets, trawling and explosives. Some fishermen were apprehended for fishing 

outside the authorised areas. Poaching incidents were reported in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.   

 IHM Incidents – There was a 21 % increase in the IHM incidents as compared to the previous month. 40 % of the 

reported incidents were recorded in the South East Asia and 30 % in the Mediterranean. The increase in the reported incidents in 

the SE Asia, may be attributed to enhanced enforcement and reporting by Malaysian authorities as part of Op BENTENG. The 

opening of borders, poor economic conditions exacerbated by COVID-19 and favourable weather conditions in the Mediterranean 

may have a significant role for the increased movement in the Mediterranean. The reported incident of Rohingya migration, even 

during the rough weather conditions of monsoon season continues to be a concern.  

 Maritime Incidents – The Centre monitored a minor decrease in the reported maritime incidents from Jun 20. However, as 

observed in Jun 20, the incidents that involved capsizing and sinking of vessels was higher than those reported between Jan-May 

20. Similarly, the incidents of medevac and SAR operations at sea were higher than May 20. The high number of incidents may 

be attributed to heavy weather and rough seas encountered in the monsoon season.  

 Various advisories to maritime community released by IMO and India’s Director General Shipping have been compiled in 

the last section of MMSU for the benefit of maritime community. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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  PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY 

A total of 12 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were recorded by the Centre for the 

month of Jul 20.  Majority of the incidents were reported in the Gulf of Guinea followed by Straits of Singapore and 

Malacca. This is the lowest number of reported incidents in the last 13 months.   

Incidents in GoG – Four incidents were recorded in GoG area for the month of Jul 20. Three incidents of kidnapping 

were reported during the month and two of them were reported within a 24 hour period. While, the increase in 

kidnappings which saw abduction of 27 crew members is a major concern, the increasing distance from the coast at 

which the attacks were recorded remains a worrying factor. The kidnapping incidents were reported from 35 to 210 

nm off the coast, which highlights the possible presence of organised crime groups supported by mother ships. One 

incident of attempted sea theft was reported at Lagos port, Nigeria.  

Sea Theft Incidents in SOMS – Three incidents of Sea Theft were reported in Straits of Malacca and Singapore. Two 

incidents were reported in the eastbound lane of the TSS. This further consolidates the new trend observed in 2020, 

with majority of incidents in the westbound lane and just one incident in the westbound lane of the TSS.   

Incidents in SCS – Two incidents were recorded in Jul 20, which included a Sea Theft and an attempted boarding on 

a vessel underway. The sea theft was reported off Manila anchorage, Philippines. This is the seventh incident 

reported off anchorages in Philippines in 2020.  

Incidents in GoA/ Somalia –  No incidents were reported in the GoA during Jul 20 and one suspicious approach was 

reported east of Somalia.   

In Jul 20, Nigeria launched a 30 day exercise code named ‘DOUBENI II’ which stands for ‘CALM WATERS II’ 

to counter the illicit activities along the coast and curb the incidents of piracy and armed robbery.   
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The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in the month of Jul 20:- 

 

 Sea Theft/ Off Changi Bay, Singapore/ 01 Jul 20.                                                                                    (SOMS)                                             

                             

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard an underway Panama flagged reefer vessel FRIO OLYMPIC in the east 

bound lane of the TSS in the Singapore Strait on 01 Jul 20. Reportedly, the duty crew sighted four perpetrators on deck. 

The master raised the alarm and the perpetrators escaped immediately. The crew conducted a search on board and 

discovered that four boxes of spare parts were stolen. The incident was reported to the local authorities.  

 

 Kidnap/ Off Okwori Field, Nigeria/ 02 Jul 20.                                     (GoG) 

  

An incident of kidnap was reported onboard an anchored Singapore flagged FPSO SENDJE BERGE off Okwori field, 

Nigeria on 02 Jul 20. Reportedly, the attack involved three vessels that approached the FPSO with one of them acting as 

a decoy. Subsequently, the armed pirates boarded the vessel off the coast of Nigeria and kidnapped nine crew members. 

The remaining crew onboard were reported to be safe. 

 

 Kidnap/ Off Cotonou, Benin/ 02 Jul 20.                                                                         (GoG) 

                                                                                           
An incident of kidnap was reported onboard a Singapore flagged cargo ship KOTA BUDI off Cotonou, Benin on           

02 Jul 20. Reportedly, the armed pirates attacked and boarded the ship drifting around 150 nm South of Cotonou. The 

chief officer later found five crew comprising Master, chief engineer, 3rd officer, electrical engineer and chief cook 

missing. The perpetrators stole ship’s properties, cash, and personal belongings of the crew and fled the vessel with 

abductees in a speed boat. The remaining 15 crew were reported to be safe. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ Off Natuna Island, Indonesia/ 08 Jul 20.                               (SCS)                     

 

An incident of attempted boarding was reported onboard a Panama flagged LPG tanker GLOBAL PHENIX on 08 Jul 20 

off Natuna Island, Indonesia. A boat with five perpetrators attempted to come alongside and board the tanker. Upon 

noticing the approaching boat the ship conducted evasive manoeuvres and directed the Aldis lights towards the boat 

resulting in the perpetrators aborting the boarding attempt.  

 

 

SUMMARY OF PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY INCIDENTS 

Benin’s Government Introduces New Measures to Control Maritime Piracy  

As part of actions against maritime piracy on vessels at anchorage/ ports, the Director General of the Port 

Authority of Cotonou signed a note announcing the introduction of new fees on 28 July 20. According to this note 

addressed to shipping agents and consignees, the amount of the new fees varies, depending on whether the ships 

concerned have their armed security teams onboard or not. 

For a ship to enter Benin ports without armed security team onboard, elements of the Beninese armed forces will be 

placed at their disposal against payment of  USD 630 for vessels less than 100 m long and USD 810 for vessels over 

100 m long. 

 Upon departure from the quay or harbor, escort by the armed guard will also be charged at USD 650. These new 

fees, like any port of call fees, must be paid before the ships dock. They are taken into account in the advances on a 

port of call accounts to be paid by the consignees. 

 

 

 

“These new fees, like any port of call fees, must be paid before the ships dock. They are taken into account 

in the advances on a port of call accounts to be paid by the consignees,” the PAC states. 

By January 2020, the platform had already taken 10 measures to strengthen the protection of ships in 

harbor against acts of piracy. But despite these measures, acts of piracy are still being recorded at the port. 

Most recently, on 17 July, the oil tanker MT Curacao Trader was boarded off the coast of Benin, and 13 

Update 

 

On 07 Aug 20, as per open source reports, all nine crew members who were kidnapped from the FPSO SENDJE 

BERGE on 02 Jul 20, have been safely released. 
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 Sea Theft/ Off East Kalimantan, Indonesia/ 09 Jul 20.                                                               (Makassar Strait) 

                                 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Indonesian flagged barge DEWI IRIANA 1 on 09 Jul 20. The authorities 

apprehended six personnel suspected in coal theft case on DEWI IRIANA 1, which was being pulled by the tug boat 

INTAN MEGAH 3. As per reports, the six perpetrators and their boats were seized in the waters of Muara Pegah, Kutai 

Kartanegara Regency. In addition, the officials also seized the stolen coal totaling 5.9 tons to 19.2 tons in each boat. 

  

 Sea Theft/ Off Singapore, SOMS/ 12 Jul 20.                                                                                    (SOMS) 

                                         

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged bulk carrier WOLVERINE on 12 Jul 20. The 

crew sighted three perpetrators in the engine room store while underway in eastbound lane of TSS in Singapore Strait. 

Subsequently, the alarm was raised and the robbers fled away with some engine spares. The crew was reported to be 

safe and the vessel continued her journey to Vietnam without assistance. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft / Off Lagos, Nigeria/ 13 Jul 20.          (GoG) 

 

An incident of attempted sea theft was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged vehicle carrier DONG-A GLAUCOS 

on 13 Jul 20. Reportedly, the vessel was boarded by a perpetrator, while it was berthed at the Five Stars Logistics 

Terminal, Lagos, Nigeria. The perpetrator was sighted and apprehended by the Nigerian Navy personnel. All crew were 

reported to be safe and nothing was stolen from the vessel.  

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery/ Off Kakinada, India/ 16 Jul 20.                                                       (Bay Of Bengal)       

                                                                

An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard a Singapore flagged offshore supply vessel MWV FALCON, 

off Kakinada, India on 16 Jul 20. Whilst alongside, the duty crew reportedly sighted one perpetrator armed with knife 

attempting to steal generator equipment. The perpetrator fled by jumping into the water after his presence was 

discovered. Subsequently, a search onboard was carried out and one fire hose box was found opened. It was assessed the 

perpetrator had climbed on the jetty fender and entered the ship using a blind spot on the main deck of ship. The crew 

was reported to be safe. 

Comments.  The first seven months of 2020 recorded almost a two-fold increase in the reported incidents of piracy 

& armed robbery in Asia. While there were no incidents of hijacking, there has been a rise in incidents of theft/ 

robbery reported at various anchorages. These are often low level opportunistic threats. The sea theft reported off 

Muara Berau anchorage, Indonesia, in May 20 was the first incident reported in preceding 18 months. As part of 

enforcement efforts to curb piracy & armed robbery, Marine Police patrol vessels are reportedly being deployed in 

most Indonesian anchorages and waterways.  

 

Comments.  The reported incidents of Piracy and Armed Robbery in Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) 

continue to be higher compared to the corresponding period in 2019 with three incidents reported in the month of 

Jul 20 as was the case in the month of Apr 20 and May 20. The incidents reported in Jul 20 are in-line with 

the new trends observed in 2020 viz., majority of attacks are reported in eastbound lane of TSS and an 

increase in attacks on bulk carriers & tankers. The following have been observed:- 
 Two out of the three incidents in Jul 20 were reported in the East bound lane of the TSS and one was reported 

in the precautionary area of the TSS. Since Jan 20, a total of 14 incidents were reported in the East bound 

lane of the TSS in comparison to only one being reported in the Westbound lane. This further consolidates the 

observation reported by this Centre, about the possibility that the perpetrators are seeking cover from the 

small islands South of TSS and attempting attacks on vessels transiting in the east bound lane.  

 Only one out of the three incidents was reported onboard a barge under tow by a tug. The other two incidents 

were reported onboard a bulk carrier and a reefer vessel. Since Jan 20, only five incidents were reported 

onboard tugs and barges.   

 There continues to be a decrease in general trend pertaining to violence and use of weapons. There was no 

sighting of weapons during any of the attack in Jul 20.  
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 Kidnap/ Off Cotonou, Benin/ 17 Jul 20.                                                                              (GoG) 

                                         

An incident of kidnap was reported onboard a Liberia flagged tanker CURACAO TRADER around 210 nm South of 

Cotonou, Benin on 17 Jul 20. Eight perpetrators armed with machine guns boarded the underway tanker and took the 

crew hostage onboard the vessel. They reportedly stole documents, valuables and kidnapped 13 crew members. The 

vessel left with a handful of crew members, sought assistance from another vessel in vicinity and returned to anchorage.  

The kidnapped crew was reported to be Russian and Ukrainian nationals. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Off Manila Anchorage, Philippines/ 20 Jul 20.                                 (SCS) 

 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Liberia flagged container ship NEWARK on 20 Jul 20 whilst it was at 

Manila Bay Quarantine Anchorage Area, Philippines. The crew reported that the padlocks of the bosun store and paint 

store were broken, and a few store items including paints, welding machines, electrical drills, cylinder breathing 

apparatuses, helmet, self-contained breathing apparatus and chemical suit were missing. The coast guard authorities 

conducted a survey of that area but no suspicious motor bancas (local boast) were reported to be sighted. 

 

 Suspicious Approach/ Off Somalia/ 22 Jul 20.                                     (Arabian Sea) 

 

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Singapore Flagged bulk carrier NORD KITAN off Somalia 

on 22 Jul 20. The vessel raised an alarm on the radio about a boat which approached her in a suspicious manner. 

Reportedly, armed guards were present on the vessel and the vessel continued on her passage without the need of any 

assistance. 

 

 

Bay of Bengal Focus 
There were eight incidents reported in Bay of Bengal in 2020, which is significantly higher as compared to three 

incidents reported in the entire year of 2019. No incidents were reported in the Bay of Bengal in Jan 20, Apr 20 and 

Jun 20, while one was reported in Mar 20 & May 20 and five in Feb 20. Of the eight incidents in 2020, six incidents 

were reported at anchorages (three each in Bangladesh and India) and two incidents were reported on vessels 

berthed in ports (one each in each in Bangladesh and India). The incidents can be categorised as minor thefts 

involving loss of ropes, oil drums and some spares. Although, in three incidents the perpetrators were armed with 

knives, there were no reports of violence or any injury to crew members.  

On 09 Dec 19 the Indian Government introduced The Anti-Maritime Piracy Bill 2019 in the Parliament which is 

aimed at promoting the safety and security of India’s maritime trade, and the safety of its crew members. The 

government is bringing in the law as part of commitment made by India while signing the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in 1982. The UNCLOS was ratified by India in 1995. 

Comments.  This is the 11th reported incident of suspicious approach in the Gulf of Aden and off the coast of 

Somalia since Jan 20.  This is the only incident reported in the month of Jul 20 and was reported on the east coast of 

Somalia. While there are no confirmed reports to link this incident to a piratical activity, the close approach of the 

skiff led the vessel to initiate precautionary defensive measures. In line with previous reporting there were no reports 

of sighting of piracy triggers viz., ladders or weapons. The non-sighting could also be attributable to the skiff 

aborting the approach at a greater distance from the vessel, possibly due to the deterrence offered by the presence of 

armed security guards. The possibility of the presence of a small boat as a normal pattern of life and routine 

movement of fishing vessels in the area cannot be ruled out and needs to be monitored. Adherence to BMP5 is 

strongly recommended. 

 

 

 

Update on Crew Release in GoG 

 

On 28 Jul 20, it was reported five South Koreans and a Ghanaian crew member who were kidnapped off Cotonou, 

Benin on 24 Jun 20 onboard PANOFI FRONTIER were released after being held in captivity for more than a month. 

The abductees were reported to be in good health. 
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 Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Piai, Malaysia/ 26 Jul 20.                                               (SOMS)       

                                                                

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Singapore flagged tugboat BS AYRES southeast of Tanjung Piai, 

Malaysia on 26 Jul 20. The incident was reported in the precautionary area of the Singapore Strait. While the tug boat 

towing the flat top deck cargo barge was enroute to Singapore, two unknown craft with three perpetrators onboard each 

craft were sighted approaching the barge. Reportedly, two perpetrators boarded the barge and remained onboard for 

about 20 mins. The perpetrators left the barge and reportedly sped away in a south westerly direction. The crew carried 

out a search and some batteries were reported stolen.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Trends in Gulf of Guinea – An Analysis of Kidnapping of Crew  
 

Since Jan 20, a total of 15 kidnapping of crew incidents have been observed in Gulf of Guinea with two incidents 

reported in each month from Jan to Apr, three in May and one in Jun 20. A total of 27 crew members were kidnapped 

in the three incidents reported in month of Jul 20. The distance from shore at which the attacks were reported 

increased from 35 nm for the first to 210 nm for the third incident.  Brief description of events related to the incidents 

is enumerated in the succeeding paragraphs.  

 

The attack on FPSO SENDJE BERGE which involved kidnapping of nine crew members is assessed to be unique 

within the wider realm of off shore incidents within West Africa. Both the manner of attack and target are beyond the 

usual targeting and attack methodology of pirate action groups within Nigeria. The incident is reported to have 

involved three vessels, with one vessel being used as a decoy to distract the security vessel. Thereafter, the 

perpetrators boarded the FPSO using two boats and kidnapped the crew.  

 

The attack on MV KOTA BUDI was reported 150 nm off Cotonou, Benin and involved kidnapping of five crew 

members. The vessel made a port call at Warri, Nigeria and left the port on 23 Jun 20. She steamed to open seas and 

remained in the area of incident maintaining slow speeds/ drifting from 26 Jun 20 to 02 Jul 20.  

 

The attack on MT CURACAO TRADER was reported around 210 nm off Bayelsa, Nigeria and involved kidnapping 

of 13 crew members. The vessel made a port call at Lome, Togo and left the port on 16 Jul 20. She was attacked by 

heavily armed perpetrators outside the EEZ on 17 Jul 20. As per an analysis prepared by Stable Seas for the Centre, 

this represents the furthest an attack was recorded off the coast in the Gulf of Guinea in the last ten years.  

 

 A common factor observed in the three incidents is that the position of the vessels was well-known to the 

perpetrators. This may only be possible if the perpetrators are tracking the movement of vessels to/ from the 

ports in GoG. Thereafter, they are likely to target vulnerable vessels. Further, the availability of information to 

perpetrators from inside-sources cannot be ruled out.   

 

 As per the assessment of DNK-IOC in their periodic reports, small boat operations close to shore are 

difficult in the ongoing monsoon season. This may be a major contributing factor for the perpetrators to track 

the vessels sailing from the ports and attack only further off shore using small boats.  

 

  These incidents have further reaffirmed the trend observed in 2020 – the crew getting kidnapped at greater 

ranges from the coast. This further reiterates possibility of involvement of well-organised groups supported by 

mother ships.  

 

 The uncertainties involved and the hardships & challenges faced by the crew as well as varying modus 

operandi involved in the kidnappings which vary from internal security issues/ gang wars as well as kidnap for 

ransom cases make the issue more complex.  
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                    CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 

A total of 40 contraband smuggling incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jul 20.  Majority of the 

incidents were related to drug smuggling followed by cigarettes and fuel smuggling. Although this is a minor 

increase from the incidents reported in Jun 20, this a two fold increase from May 20 and could be attributed to 

stringent enforcement measures at the entry/ exit points due to COVID-19 and proactive reporting of seizures by 

the enforcement agencies. Even with the partial opening land/ air routes for international travel, the possibility of 

using sea routes for transshipment of drugs remains high.  

Drug Seizures – There was a slight decrease (19) in the number of reported drug seizures in Jul 20 as compared to 

21 in Jun 20. Major drug seized along with quantity were Cannabis (1031 kg), Methamphetamine (357kg), and 

Hashish (317 kg). Indonesian authorities seized 40000 ecstasy pills in a single raid off Bintan.  

Cigarette Smuggling – Nine incidents of cigarette smuggling was reported which is a 50 % increase from the similar 

incidents reported in Jun 20.  

Fuel Smuggling – Five incidents pertaining to fuel smuggling were reported which is similar to the incidents 

reported in Jun 20.  

Wildlife Smuggling – Two incidents of wildlife smuggling were reported in Jul 20 which involved rescue of 36 green 

sea turtles and 4000 turtle eggs. 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Off Masirah Island, Oman/ 01 Jul 20.                                                  (Drugs)                   

            

On 01 Jul 20, it was reported that the Royal Oman Police apprehended three suspects 

of  foreign nationality in two separate incidents for attempting to smuggle drugs into 

the Sultanate. In the first incident, two foreign personnel, 29 bars of hash and 13 kg of 

crystal meth were apprehended. In the second incident, one person was apprehended 

with 16 bars of  hash and ten sacks of morphine. 

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/Off Port of Subic, Philippines/ 01 Jul 20.                                                           (Cigarette)  

                                                    

On 01 Jul 20, the Philippine Bureau of Customs (BOC) seized 3100 master cases of 

smuggled cigarettes worth USD 1.9M at the Port of Subic. BOC reported that it seized 

three 40 foot containers containing the smuggled cigarettes which were declared as 

LED lights. The smuggled cigarettes were discovered after the containers went through 

X-ray and physical examination.  

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 01 Jul 20.                                                                (Cigarette)  

                                                    

On 01 Jul 20, it was reported that three containers with over 30 million contraband cigarettes worth USD 2,800,000  

were seized off Port Klang, Malaysia. The Customs Department discovered that the consignment was declared as hubble 

plates and machine stents to mislead the authorities. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jaffna, Sri Lanka/ 03 Jul 20.                                                                      (Cannabis)  

                                                    

On 03 Jul 20, the Sri Lanka Navy seized over 400 kg stock of cannabis in the sea area 

between Mandaitivu Island and Kalmunai Point, Jaffna. Reportedly, the officials  

recovered 12 bags drifting in water containing cannabis in 168 small packages worth 

USD 320,000. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Gujarat, India/ 04 Jul 20.                                                                 (Hashish)                        

On 04 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard recovered 24 packets of charas (hashish) at Kadiyari beyt, Jakhau harbour. Each 

packet of charas weighed approx one kg and the total seizure was worth USD 48,000.  

 

 Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Sandakan, Malaysia / 04 Jul 20.                                                                 (Turtle Egg)                             

On 04 Jul 20, the authorities seized eight gunny sacks containing 4,000  turtle eggs  

which were being smuggled into Sabah’s Eastern Sandakan area from Southern 

Philippines. Reportedly, two suspects abandoned the boat and fled away.  

 
 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Indragiri Hilir Regency, Riau, Indonesia/ 04 Jul 20.                               (Cigarette)                   

On 04 Jul 20, Riau Marine Police foiled an attempt to smuggle 1,062 Luffman-brand cigarette boxes without excise 

tapes and valid documents in Riau, Indonesia. Reportedly, these cigarettes were transported from the Meranti Islands 

region by a small cargo ship covered with coconuts. In addition, police apprehended two personnel during the seizure. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Hurghada, Egypt/ 05 Jul 20.                                                                               (Cannabis)                                                          

On 05 Jul 20, Egypt’s naval forces foiled an attempt to smuggle a large amount of cannabis into Egypt through the 

Hurghada port. Reportedly, the smugglers dumped their shipment overboard noticing the marine units. The authorities 

searched the area and recovered 304 large cannabis packets. 

 

SUMMARY OF CONTRABAND SMUGGLING INCIDENTS 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Off Al Batinah, Oman / 08 Jul 20.                                                                                   (Drug) 

On 08 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities apprehended four expats in possession of 14 kg of drugs. The 

apprehended personnel were trying to smuggle the drugs into the Sultanate by sea. The North Al Batinah Police 

Command, in cooperation with the coast guard police caught apprehended one of them while landing on the beach while 

the others were arrested onboard the smuggling boat. 

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Tawi- Tawi, Philippines/ 08 Jul 20.                                                             (Cigarette) 

On 08 July 20, it was reported that 11 sacks of smuggled cigarettes were seized in Bongao off Tawi-Tawi by joint 

operatives of Coast Guard , Philippine National Police 1st Special Operations Unit, Bureau of Customs, Task Force 

Aduana. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Pulau Bum Bum, Malaysia/ 09 Jul 20.                                                                   (Syabu) 

 

On 09 Jul 20, The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized 149 gm of Syabu worth USD 5,500 from 

a pump boat during an operation off Pulau Bum-Bum. It was reported that the boat was operating without registration 

number with two men onboard. Upon investigation, the officials discovered drugs  hidden in the front nozzle of the boat.  

 

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Koh Khram Island, Thailand/ 10 Jul 20.                                                                (Diesel) 

 

On 10 Jul 20, Thai Navy's patrol team seized 50,000 ltrs of smuggled diesel from several trawlers in the sea, near Koh 

Khram island. Reportedly, six foreign fishermen onboard the trawler were apprehended by the authorities on oil 

smuggling charges. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Uduthurei, Sri Lanka/ 11 Jul 20.                                                            (Kerala Cannabis) 

 

On 11 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy seized 52 kg Kerala cannabis worth USD 100,000 off 

Uduthurei in Vettalakeni. Reportedly, the authorities spotted a suspicious dinghy being 

abandoned and people escaping from it. The seized drugs were taken into naval 

custody. 

 

 Natural Resources Smuggling/ Off Mannar, India/ 11 Jul 20.                                                      (Tendu Leaves) 

On 11 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard ship AADESH recovered four abandoned gunny bags at sea in Gulf of Mannar. 

Repoertedly, the bags contained Tendu leaves, which are used for making cigarettes.  

 

 Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Bali, Indonesia/ 12 Jul 20.                                                                  (Green Sea Turtle) 

On 12 Jul 20, Indonesian Police apprehended seven people off the coast of Bali for attempted smuggling of 36 green sea 

turtles in a traditional fishing boat.  Reportedly, the smugglers were planning to take them to Serangan Island in 

Denpasar. The suspects were sentenced to one year imprisonment and a fine of USD 3,500.  The seized turtles are now 

under the care of the Natural Resources Conservation Agency (BKSDA) in Denpasar. 

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Con Dao Island, Vietnam/ 13 Jul 20.                                        (Diesel) 

On 13 Jul 20, Vietnam Coast Guard personnel intercepted a Singapore flagged tanker DIAMOND Z while the vessel was 

illegally transferring fuel to a Vietnamese fishing boat. The incident occurred near Con Dao Island. Both vessels were 

detained and taken to the port for further investigation. 

 

Comments. SYABU is the purest and most potent form of methamphetamine used in Japan, Hong Kong, 

Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia. It comes as a powder or crystals that are usually snorted, injected or smoked. 

It is a potent central nervous system stimulant. 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Off Langkawi, Malaysia/ 15 Jul 20.                                                                              (Syabu) 

On 15 Jul 20, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency 

(MMEA) seized five packets of SYABU worth USD 180,000 during a patrol 

conducted in the waters South West of Pulau Singa Besar. Reportedly, the boat sped 

off upon noticing the MMEA patrol boat and abandoned the box containing drugs 

into the sea, which was recovered by the patrol team. 

 

 Weapon Smuggling/ Off Perim Island, Yemen/ 16 Jul 20.                                                                      (Weapon) 

On 16 Jul 20, it was reported that Yemen Coast Guard seized a boat loaded with three tons of ammunition sailing inside 

Yemeni waters near Perim Island, Red Sea. Reportedly, thousands of ammunition rounds in large plastic bags and 

unnumbered AK47 assault rifles hidden inside the boat were recovered. Subsequently three crewmen, from different 

Red Sea coastal areas, were arrested. They also admitted that they were heading to Sudan to sell the ammunition. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jaffna, Sri Lanka/ 16 Jul 20.                                                                   (Kerala cannabis)   

On 16 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy seized 164 kg cannabis during a special operation 

conducted in the sea area south of Mandaitivu, Jaffna. During the operation the 

officials spotted a suspicious dinghy and recovered cannabis in small packages. The 

stock of cannabis along with the accused and the dinghy were handed over to the 

Police Special Task Force, Jaffna for further investigation.  
 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Lagoi, Indonesia/ 16 Jul 20.                                                                 (Methamphetamine)   

On 16 Jul 20, Indonesian Navy foiled an attempt to smuggle methamphetamine and 

ecstasy drugs in the waters north of Lagoi, Bintan. As per reports, the patrol team 

seized packages with 38 kg of methamphetamine and 40 thousand ecstasy pills. 

When the boat was approached by the patrol team, the suspect threw three sacks of 

methamphetamine and ecstasy into the sea. However, the patrol team succeeded in 

apprehending the suspect and retrieving the packages.  
 

 Liquor Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 16 Jul 20.                                                            (Liquor)   

On 16 July 20, it was reported that the Indonesian Customs Department seized illegal liquor smuggled inside a container 

in Port Klang along with a mixture of other items including disposable mask and plastic bags. 

Comments. In Jun 20, the Yemen Coast Guard thwarted four attempts to smuggle weapon and drug shipments in the 

Red Sea including a boat loaded with a shipment containing different types of pistols and another boat loaded with 

40 kilos of cocaine heading to Houthi controlled areas. 

Actions by Malaysia to Curb Illicit Activities off Langkawi  

The Malaysian government is planning to install a new Malaysian Sea Surveillance System (MSSS) this year at a 

cost of over USD 24 M to specifically monitor the waters off Langkawi and the east coast of the peninsula which is 

an area spanning about 2,000 nm. 

It was reported that the system will function as a 24-hour radar network to monitor for all types of suspicious boat or 

ship movements in both areas. 

Reportedly, in Langkawi’s waters, the MSSS will monitor the influx of undocumented migrants, especially Rohingya 

refugees, as well as to prevent smuggling of human migrants, cigarettes, liquor and other prohibited goods. 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Off Mandaitivu, Sri Lanka/ 16 Jul 20.                                                          (Kerala Cannabis)   

On 16 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities apprehended two personnel onboard a boat for smuggling 111 kg of 

Kerala Cannabis via sea routes in Mandaitivu Sea, Sri Lanka.  

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Tanjung Piai, Malaysia/ 17 Jul 20.                                                                       (Syabu)                                          

On 17 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) foiled a drug smuggling activity under OP 

BENTENG  in Tanjung Piai waters and apprehended the boat skipper. Reportedly, the skipper attempted to throw some 

plastic barrels from his fiber boat into the sea after noticing MMEA patrol boats approaching him. The officials  

recovered barrels hidden under the skipper seat which contained several plastic packages of crystal powder believed to 

be syabu drugs weighing three kg worth USD 38,000. 

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Tawi Tawi, Philippines/ 17 Jul 20.                                                           (Gasoline)                                          

On 17 Jul 20, it was reported that 640 containers of gasoline were seized by the enforcement agencies in Barangay Batu-

Batu, Tawi-Tawi with an estimated market value of USD 17,800 onboard ML MURSIDA. The confiscated smuggled 

gasoline was handed over to the Bureau of Customs for proper disposition. 

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Tawi Tawi, Philippines/ 17 Jul 20.                                                              (Cigarette)                              

On 17 Jul 20, it was reporterd that 64 cartons of smuggled cigarettes worth USD 16,100 were seized by the authorities 

in Bongao, Tawi-Tawi. The confiscated cigarettes were handed over to the authorities for proper disposition. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Cat Lai Port, Vietnam/ 19 Jul 20.                                            (Methamphetamine)                              

On 19 Jul 20, it was reported that five foreign nationals were apprehended for attempting smuggling of 40 kg of 

methamphetamine from Ho Chi Minh City’s Cat Lai Port to South Korea’s Incheon Port. Reportedly, when the customs 

staff started to disinfect the container before transporting it to South Korea, they found the methamphetamine hidden in 

the granite. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Indo- Pak Border, India/ 19 Jul 20.                                                      (Heroin)                              

On 19 Jul 20, it was reported that the Border Security Force (BSF) seized over 64 kg of heroin from the Ravi river that 

flows along the India-Pakistan international border. The contraband was found in 60 packets concealed in long fabric 

cloth tubes and tied to a bunch of water hyacinth floating in the river. The consignment was pushed into the river from 

Pakistan to the Indian side. The smugglers managed to flee taking advantage of the darkness. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ North Aceh, Indonesia/ 19 Jul 20.                                                                       (Crystal Meth) 

On 19 Jul 20, A joint team of the Aceh Regional Police, Customs and Excise Office seized 33 kg of crystal 

methamphetamine smuggled into Indonesia from Malaysia  onboard a boat through the waters of Aceh. The officials 

apprehended four suspects who admitted to have been paid  USD 340 per kg to transport the drugs to North Sumatra.  

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jakhau Coast, Gujarat/ 20 Jul 20.                          (Hashish) 

Comments. A recent increase in heroin seizures in the Indian Ocean could be an indication that drug traffickers are 

making more use of maritime routes to traffic heroin to Europe by using the southern route (Afghanistan–Indian 

Ocean–Africa–Europe). Such a development may be going hand in hand with a decrease in trafficking along the 

land routes, i.e. the Balkan route and the northern route. This shift may be attributable to a change in strategy by 

drug trafficking organisations in response to the COVID-19 measures. Further, increased seizure activities in the 

Indian Ocean could also have contributed to a reduction in illicit traffic in the region.  

.  
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On 20 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard patrol team recovered 28 packets (01 kg each) of charas (hashish) worth USD 56,000 

off Jakhau coast, Gujarat. Packets were handed over to the Marine Police for legal actions.  

 

 
 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Kampung Bakau, Malaysia/ 21 Jul 20.                                                      (Cigarette) 

On 21 Jul 20, it was reported that the marine police foiled an attempt to smuggle 330,000 sticks of untaxed cigarettes 

worth USD 55,000 in the waters off Kampung Bakau. Reportedly, the police apprehended the skipper along with the 

boat and the contraband items. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jakarta, Indonesia/ 21 Jul 20.                                                                      (Crystal Meth)   

On 21 Jul 20, Indonesian authorities seized 200 kg of crystal methamphetamine concealed in 423 sandbags filled with 

corn seed. Reportedly, they were smuggled from Myanmar, and transported in a container from Malaysia to the Tanjung 

Priok Port in North Jakarta. The authorities apprehended four suspects during the drug raid. 

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Kampong Junjongan, Brunei/ 22 Jul 20.                                              (Cigarette)                              

On 22 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities foiled a smuggling attempt into the country during a routine patrol at 

the border of Sungai Terusan Pandam Kampong Junjongan. Reportedly, two suspicious individuals fled away from the 

boat leaving the packets onboard. Several boxes of alcohol and three bags filled with cigarettes were recovered. The 

contraband was handed over to the Royal Customs and Excise Department (RCED) for investigation. 

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Mapan, Malaysia/ 22 Jul 20.                                                             (LPG/Petrol)                                                                   

On 22 Jul 20, the Marine Police Force apprehended a person and seized 30 cylinders of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), 

controlled items, four plastic drums and six jerry cans filled with petrol in an operation at Mapan waters, Malaysia.  

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Phuket, Thailand/ 24 Jul 20.                                          (Diesel)                              

On 24 Jul 20, a Royal Thai Navy drone intercepted  a modified fishing boat that was 

engaged in delivering illegal diesel to other fishing boats off Phuket. Upon investigation, 

it was found that the boat had been modified and was not a registered fishing vessel. 

Reportedly, the boat was carrying about 1,000 litres of diesel in the bow and another 400 

litres in the boat’s own fuel tank. In addition, the boat’s master reported that the diesel 

was to be distributed to two fishing boats and their mother ship.  

 

 
 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 24 Jul 20.                                                       (Cigarette) 

On 24 Jul 20, The Royal Customs Department foiled an attempt to smuggle in about 

23 million white and kretek cigarettes in Port Klang worth USD 3.6M. Reportedly, 

the cigarettes were smuggled in from Vietnam by declaring the containers as 

consolidated cargo to mislead the authorities. 

 

 

 Cigarette Smuggling/ Off Manila, Philippines/ 24 Jul 20.                                                       (Cigarette) 

On 24 Jul 20, it was reported that 6,249 master cases of smuggled cigarettes worth USD 3.8 million were recovered in 

shipments which were declared as bags and fabrics at the Manila International Container Port. Upon investigation it was 

Comments.  In a period of about four months from May 20 to Aug 20, the Indian Coast Guard in coordination with 

other government agencies, have recovered more than 1,300 packets of charas from the coastline from Koteshwar to 

Mandvi, off Gujarat. The seizure of charas packets is a new trend and matter of concern for all security agencies 

operating in Gujarat. The charas packets seized in the last four months are of almost same print and packaging. .  
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discovered that instead of towels, school bags, bed sheets, non-woven bags, and fabrics, a total of 6,249 master cases of 

undeclared cigarettes were found inside the seven containers at the MICP. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Langkawi, Malaysia/ 25 Jul 20.                                                         (Hashish) 

On 25 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended five foreign nationals attempting to 

smuggle in 230 kg of ganja (hashish) worth USD 165,000 off Pulau Beras Basah. All five suspects and the seized items 

were handed over to the authorities for further legal action. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off North Aceh, Indonesia/ 27 Jul 20.                                                 (Crystal Meth) 

On 27 Jul 20, the authorities apprehended four suspects attempting to smuggle 33 tea packages containing crystal 

methamphetamine from Malaysia to Indonesia through the waters of Aceh. Reportedly, each packet contained one 

kilogram of meth. The suspects are liable to face a 20 year jail term or life sentence. 

 

 Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 28 Jul 20.                                 (Dried Turmeric)                              

On 28 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended a person smuggling a stock of dried 

turmeric in the beach area of Oluthuduwai, Mannar. Upon investigation it was 

discovered that there were 20 sacks containing dried turmeric weighing approx 1000 

kg. The suspect along with the consignment was taken under custody.  

 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Pulau Papan, Malaysia/ 28 Jul 20.                            (Alcohol)                              

On 28 Jul 20, the Marine police apprehended a skipper for smuggling contraband alcoholic drinks worth USD 2100 in 

the Labuan waters off Pulau Papan, Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband drinks were hidden underneath the parcels.  

Comments. On 13 Jun 20, a similar incident of smuggling of 30 packages containing crystal meth concealed inside 

the Chinese tea products from Malaysia into Indonesia was reported. 

.  

Impact of Covid-19 on Drug Trafficking in IOR 

 

The COVID-19 crisis has disrupted supply chains, reduced consumption and resulted in economic recession. Further, 

with roughly half of global population under mobility restrictions, closed international/ state border crossings and 

closure of non-essential businesses; drug production, trafficking and consumption which heavily rely on legal trade to 

camouflage its activities and individuals to distribute drugs is also severely affected. The measures implemented by 

Governments have had double-edged consequences, wherein in some countries, such as Italy and countries in Central 

Asia, have experienced a sharp decrease in drug seizures on the other hand countries, like Niger, Iran and Morocco, 

have reported large drug seizures. However, though some interdictions have been due to increased controls; there is a 

possibility that some countries may divert resources away from counter-narcotics efforts, making the environment 

more conducive for illicit activities. Further, there have been reports of restrictions on air traffic completely 

disrupting, the supply of drugs by air and consequently an increased drug trafficking, with the use of postal services. 

The analysis of the data on Covid 19 on Drug Trafficking indicates:- 

 The Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre for Combating Illicit Trafficking of 

Narcotic Drugs (CARICC) estimates that heroin trafficking overland may be riskier in Central Asia, thus 

motivating a change in the strategy of drug trafficking. 

 The restrictions on air traffic and increased surveillance at the land borders may encourage drugs being 

trafficked by sea, including the use of non-commercial craft such as specialised boats and yachts. 

 In order to compensate for the loss of licit income and unemployment, an increasing number of people may 

resort to illicit activities. 

 Reduction in opportunities for drug traffickers may result in stockpiling of drugs which may consequently lead 

to greater activity once restrictions are lifted. 

 Close monitoring of the supply chain and evolving strategy of drug trafficking including its implications on 

terrorist organizations; is essential so as to assess whether the changes are temporary or it will undergo a lasting 

transformation. 

The write-up is an extract of a research brief by UNODC on COVID-19 and the drug supply chain. The brief can be 

accessed on the following link: https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/covid/Covid-19-and-drug-

supply-chain-Mai2020.pdf 

 

https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/covid/Covid-19-and-drug-supply-chain-Mai2020.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/covid/Covid-19-and-drug-supply-chain-Mai2020.pdf
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 IUU FISHING 
 

A total of 40 IUU fishing incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jul 20.  This is a minor increase 

from the incidents reported in Jun 20. However, this is a 60 % increase from May 20 and could be attributed to 

proactive reporting of seizures by the enforcement agencies. Majority of IUU fishing was undertaken by local 

fishermen while the percentage of incidents related to IUU fishing undertaken by foreign fishermen remained similar 

as observed in the previous six months.  
 

Local IUU Fishing – 16 out of the 26 local IUU incidents were reported in Sri Lanka and nine six were reported in 

Philippines. The arrests and subsequent legal action by the local agencies was aimed to curb illegal fishing using 

banned nets, trawling, dynamite explosives and fishing outside the designated areas without license. Some fishermen 

were apprehended for fishing of banned species.  
 

Foreign IUU Fishing – Arrest of foreign fishermen undertaking poaching in waters of another country were reported 

in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.  

The uniform ban on fishing by all fishing vessels in the Indian EEZ beyond territorial waters, imposed by the 

Government of India was in force from 01 Jun to 31 Jul 20 (both days inclusive) on the West Coast of India.  
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 01 Jul 20.                                                                               (Local)   

                                            

On 01 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy sighted a person who was running landwards from a dinghy. Subsequently, upon 

searching the dinghy three explosive charges prepared for illegal fishing were recovered. The dinghy, explosives and 

fishing gear were taken into naval custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Mengalum, Malaysia/ 01 Jul 20.                                                                        (Foreign)  

 

On 01 Jul 20, The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained two foreign fishing boats with 20 crew 

members and two skippers of foreign nationality for encroaching and stealing marine resources in Sabah waters. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia/ 03 Jul 20.                                                           (Foreign)  

 

On 03 July 20, The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 47 fishermen of foreign 

nationality and four foreign fishing boats, masquerading as local fishing boats using local registration numbers off 

Langkawi. Reportedly, five tonnes of fishes, 4.5 tonnes of mixed catches, 16,500 ltrs of diesel, four boats and fishing 

equipment estimated to be worth USD 1.18 M were seized.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 04 Jul 20.                                                                            (Local)  

    

On 04 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 15 personnel for engaging in illegal 

fishing, from the sea areas off the Trincomalee harbour. The suspicious dinghies and 

nine personnel were apprehended for engaging in fishing without valid passes and 

another six personnel were arrested for using 225 mtrs long unauthorised nets to catch 

fish. Reportedly, two dinghies, two outboard motors, 126 kg of illegally caught fish 

and fishing gear were taken into naval custody.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kuching, Malaysia/ 04 Jul 20.                                                                                       (Local)  

 

On 04 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 20 foreign fishermen onboard three 

local fishing vessels for engaging in illegal fishing off Tanjung Po, Kuching, Malaysia. The fishermen and the boats 

were taken to Kompleks Tun Abang Salahuddin (KOMTAS) for further investigation. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Pulmoddai, Sri Lanka/ 05 Jul 20.                                                                                (Local)     

On 05 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended nine personnel onboard two dinghies for engaging in illegal fishing using 

unauthorised nets in the sea area off Pulmoddai. Alongwith the suspects, about 200 kg of illegally caught fish, two 

unauthorised fishing nets and  two dinghies were taken into naval custody.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off  Kakathivu, Sri Lanka/ 05 Jul 20.                                                                                 (Local)     

On 05 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended five personnel for engaging in illegal fishing in the seas South of Kakathivu 

island. The suspects were using banned nets and did not have any permit. Reportedly, the suspects along with 24 banned 

nets, a traditional fishing craft (Wallam) with OBM, fishing gears and 70 kg of fish were taken into custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 07 Jul 20.                                                                                       (Local)  

    

On 07 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended nine personnel for engaging in  illegal 

harvesting of sea cucumber in the seas of Muddalampiddy, Mannar. As per reports, 

22 sea cucumber caught by them, one dinghy, diving and fishing gear were  taken 

into naval custody.  

 

SUMMARY OF IUU FISHING INCIDENTS 
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 Comments. Recently, a special protection force assigned by the administration of Union Territory of Lakshadweep 

seized 1,716 sea cucumbers from an uninhabited island named Suhali. Weighing 882 kg and priced at USD 535,000 

in the international market, the shipment was kept ready for smuggling to Sri Lanka. According to marine biologists, 

the seizure was the largest ever of its kind in the entire world. Reportedly, average prices rose almost 18% 

worldwide between 2011 and 2020. The rarer these endangered species get, the deeper divers are swimming to find 

them. That's when the fishing gets dangerous.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mullaitivu, Sri Lanka/ 08 Jul 20.                                                                                  (Local) 

On 08 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended five personnel for engaging in illegal fishing using banned nets during a 

search operation carried out in Kokilai area, Mullaitivu. Officials seized the banned net and other fishing gear used by 

the fishermen. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Thalaimannar, Sri Lanka/ 09 Jul 20.                                                                            (Local)                             

On 09 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended six personnel for engaging in illegal 

fishing without valid permits, and seized diving and fishing gear in the seas off  

Thalaimannar. The apprehended personnel were taken into the naval custody.  

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kalmunai, Sri Lanka/ 09 Jul 20.                                                                                      (Local)                             

On 09 Jul 20, the officials apprehended nine personnel onboard a craft for engaging 

in illegal fishing using divng gears without valid permits in the seas off Kalmunai 

area. Reportedly, these personnel along with the craft, diving gear and other fishing 

gear were taken into naval custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Tanjung Sirik, Malaysia/ 09 Jul 20.                                                                             (Foreign)                             

 

On 09 Jul 20, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended the crew of a 

foreign fishing boat about 55 nm to the North of Tanjung Sirik for engaging in illegal fishing. Reportedly, three suspects 

were arrested and about 100 kg of their catch was seized. The value of seized items including the boat is worth USD 

235,000. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Bantayan Island, Philippines/ 10 Jul 20.                                                    (Local) 

On 10 Jul 20, it was reported that a fishing boat operator was apprehended for engaging in illegal fishing using trawls in 

the waters off Bantayan Island. Reportedly, he was also found to be employing the services of  unlicensed crew 

members. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 11 Jul 20.                     (Local) 

On 11 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 15 personnel for engaging in illegal 

fishing using unauthorised nets in the seas off the Elisabeth Island in Trincomalee. 

The officials apprehended three dinghies, two banned nets and other fishing gears used 

by the fishermen. 

 

   

 IUU Fishing/ Off  Narathiwat, Thailand/ 11 Jul 20.                                          (Foreign) 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that a foreign fishing boat and six crewmen were apprehended by the authorities in the 

Gulf of Thailand on charges of illegal fishing and intruding into Thai territorial waters. Reportedly, two patrol boats 

spotted the suspicious boat fishing in Thai territorial waters East of Narathiwat.  
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 IUU Fishing/ Off  Tanjung Kidurong, Malaysia/ 11 Jul 20.                                           (Foreign) 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained 16 foreign fishing 

crew members and a foreign fishing vessel for encroaching the Sarawak waters at about 113 nm off Tanjung Kidurong. 

The fishing crew was carrying out illegal fishing activities and further inspection on the vessel discovered various types 

of fish. Reportedly, the vessel including fishing equipment and fish worth USD 235,000 were seized. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off  San Vicente, Philippines/ 11 Jul 20.                                                                          (Local)     

 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities apprehended  five small scale commercial fishing vessels operating 

within the municipal waters of San Vicente, Northern Samar. Reportedly, the officials seized all of their fishing gears 

and confiscated their fish catch. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Balud, Philippines/ 11 Jul 20.                                                                                         (Local)     

 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that 19 fishermen onboard a fishing banca SUNSHINE were apprehended by the 

authorities for engaging in illegal fishing off Pulanduta, Balud, Masbate, Philippines. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kalapukattuwa Lagoon, Sri Lanka/ 12 Jul 20.                                                           (Local)  

    

On 12 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended a person for engaging in illegal fishing during 

a patrol carried out at Kalapukattuwa lagoon area in Arugambay. A banned net, a craft 

and 08 kg of fish were taken into custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kakinada, India/ 12 Jul 20.                                                                                    (Foreign)  

    

On 12 Jul 20, it was reported that the Indian Coast Guard ship PRIYADARSHINI apprehended a foreign fishing vessel 

with six crew onboard, about 130 nm South of Kakinada for poaching in Indian waters. A total of 600 kg of Tuna fish 

catch was also seized. Joint investigation by security agencies was commenced at Kakinada. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Labuan, Malaysia/ 12 Jul 20.                                                                                      (Foreign)                             

On 12 Jul 20, a foreign fishing vessel with five crew members onboard was detained by Malaysian Maritime 

Enforcement Agency (MMEA) for encroaching the waters of Labuan for illegal fishing. The vessel, registered under the 

name of One United as a cargo vessel was found to have carried out fishing activities illegally without license. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 13 Jul 20.                                                                                 (Local)     

On 13 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 19 personnel for engaging in illegal fishing in the sea areas of 

Kumburupiddi and Nayaru in Trincomalee. Reportedly, along with the suspects, seven dinghies, two unauthorised 

fishing nets and other fishing gears were taken into the naval custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Tanjung Siang, Malaysia/ 13 Jul 20.                                                                              (Local)     

On 13 Jul 20, it was reported that the officials apprehended 14 fishermen and confiscated three fishing trawlers for 

fishing inside a prohibited zone at Tanjung Siang. The enforcement department also confiscated more than 100 kg haul 

from each boat. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Narathiwat Province, Thailand/ 13 Jul 20.                                                                 (Foreign)     

On 13 Jul 20, six foreign fishermen onboard a foreign fishing vessel K.G.94136 TS were apprehended Off Narathiwat 

Province, Thailand by the officials for engaging in illegal fishing. They were fishing without a license in Thailand’s 

waters. Reportedly, the apprehended personnel along with their belongings and fishing gears were taken into custody. 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Valalthottam, Sri Lanka/ 15 Jul 20.                                                                              (Local)     

On 15 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 15 personnel and two dinghies in the seas 

off Valalthottam area in Trincomalee for engaging in illegal fishing using banned nets 

and illegal fishing gears. Reportedly, the suspects along with dinghies, banned nets and 

other fishing gear were handed over to the authorities for onward action. 

  

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 17 Jul 20.                                                                                (Local)    

  

On 17 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended a person for engaging in illegal fishing in the seas off Elephant Point in 

Trincomalee and seized four banned fishing nets casted in the Batticoloa lagoon. Reportedly, one dinghy, three safety 

fuses, nine non electric detonators, 100 gm of water gel sticks and other fishing gear were also taken into custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 17 Jul 20.                                                                                (Local) 

    

On 17 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 47 personnel for engaging in illegal fishing using unauthorised nets in the 

sea area of Foul Point in Trincomalee. Along with the suspects, eight dinghies, eight unauthorised nets, 557 kg of 

illegally caught fish and several other fishing gear were taken into naval custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia/ 19 Jul 20.                                                                  (Foreign)  

    

On 19 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized seven foreign fishing boats and detained 

83 fishermen for encroaching and fishing in Malaysian waters. The arrests and seizures were made within three days at 

separate locations between 115 nm and 135 nm off Kuala Terengganu during the OPS KUDA LAUT. The value of the 

seized items was estimated USD 2.4 M which included seven boats, five tonnes of catch, 10,000 ltrs of diesel and 

fishing equipment. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Ketam, Malaysia/ 20 Jul 20.                                                                                (Local)     

 

On 20 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities apprehended a local fishing vessel along with a foreign nationality crew 

member on suspicion of employing illegal immigrants without valid documents off East of Pulau Ketam, Selangor. 

Upon investigation, it was discovered that the skipper had hired two foreign nationals to work on the boat without a 

valid identity document. The apprehended personnel and the items were handed over to the authorities for further action. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Talaimannar, Sri Lanka/ 21 Jul 20.                                                                             (Foreign)    

 

On 21 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 19 foreign fishermen for poaching in the country's waters in the north of 

Talaimannar. The officials seized four trawlers along with the fishermen and handed over to the authorities for further 

legal action. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Bintulu, Malaysia/ 21 Jul 20.                                                                                        (Foreign)    

 

On 21 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 

nine foreign nationals onboard two boats for carrying out illegal fishing activities in 

Malaysian waters, about 45 nm North West of Tanjung Kidurong. Reportedly, one of 

the boats was using unlicensed fishing equipment to carry out sea cucumber-

harvesting activities and one boat had a fake registration number. Also, 300 kg of sea 

cucumber was seized from the two vessels.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Tobong Island, Indonesia/ 22 Jul 20.                                                                          (Foreign)    

 

On 22 July, it was reported that the Indonesian officials apprehended two foreign fishing boats and the crew for 

operating illegally at the edge of the South China Sea. The master of one vessel tried to fight back and attempted to 

attack with scissors but no causalities were reported. Nearly two dozen foreign nationals were apprehended. 
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Bahrain to Achieve Sustainable Development of Marine Resources 

Bahrain announced a resolution to preserve marine wealth and allow the recovery of stocks to achieve sustainable 

development of marine resources. The Minister of Works, Municipalities Affairs and Urban Planning, Eng. Esam 

Khalaf issued Resolution No (18) for the year 2020 regarding the ban on fishing and selling shrimp, which came into 

effect from 01 Feb 20. 

 The first article of the decision stated that it is prohibited to catch shrimp in the territorial waters of the Kingdom 

of Bahrain from 01 Feb to 31 Jul of each year, while the second article states that “it is prohibited to have nets, tools, 

machines or any means onboard boats in the designated areas as well as boat docking areas if the purpose is to catch 

shrimp during the validity period of the ban.   

 Article 3 indicated that it is forbidden to display and trade fresh, chilled, frozen, and unprocessed shrimp in 

markets and public places for the purpose of marketing or selling, during the period of validity of the ban. 

 Article 4 clarifies that whoever violates the provisions of this resolution will be punished with the penalties iaw 

Decree-Law No. (20) of 2002 regarding the regulation of fishing, exploitation, and protection of marine wealth. 

 The article is published on GULF INSIDER and can be accessed on the following link: https://www.gulf-

insider.com/bahrain-bans-fishing-and-selling-of-shrimps/ 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 25 Jul 20.                                                                              (Local)     

 

On 25 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 15 personnel for engaging in illegal 

fishing and seized four unauthorised fishing nets, four dinghies and several fishing 

gear. The suspects together with the seized items were handed over to the Fisheries 

department for further action. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Palawan, Philippines/ 25 Jul 20.                                                                                       (Local)     

 

On 25 Jul 20, 32 fishermen onboard two commercial fishing banca were apprehended by the officials for engaging in  

illegal fishing using superlights and fishing inside the municipal waters off Quiminatin Island, Palawan. The 

apprehended fishermen and other evidence were handed over to the local government unit for onward investigation.. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Natuna Regency, Indonesia/ 26 Jul 20.                                                                        (Foreign)     

 

On 26 Jul 20, it was reported that the officials apprehended the crew of a foreign fishing vessel for engaging in illegal 

fishing in the North Natuna Sea off Natuna Regency, Riau Islands. The fishermen alongwith the boat loaded with two 

tonnes of fish have been taken into custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Daanbantayan, Philippines/ 27 Jul 20.                                                                            (Local)     

 

On 27 Jul 20, the authorities apprehended nine fishermen onboard three unauthorised motorised bancas for engaging in 

illegal fishing in the municipal waters of Daanbantayan, Cebu. Their fishing equipment was confiscated by the 

authorities. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Jarak, Malaysia/ 27 Jul 20.                                                                                    (Local)     

 

On 27 Jul 20, Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) reported that 14 foreign nationals alongwith five 

local fishing boats were apprehended between 22 – 26 Jul 20 for engaging in illegal fishing activities and violating the 

licensing rules, off Pulau Jarak. The apprehension of the foreign fishermen was carried out as part of Op BENTENG. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka / 28 Jul 20.                                                                                (Local)     

 

 On 28 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 15 personnel for engaging in illegal fishing and seized four unauthorised 

fishing nets, four dinghies and several fishing gear during a patrol conducted off Trincomalee on 25 and 28 Jul 20. The 

suspects together with the seized items were handed over to the Fisheries department for further action. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Bahrain / 30 Jul 20.                                                                                                           (Local)     

 

 On 30 Jul 20, it was reported that the officials seized approx 130 kg of shrimps and apprehended four fishermen for  

violating the shrimp catching ban using trawling nets. Legal proceedings are ongoing. 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off  Bongabong, Philippines / 31 Jul 20.                                                                               (Local)     

 

On 31 Jul 20, it was reported that the officials apprehended a fishing vessel F-150 (color white and red), with 19 crew 

onboard at Bongabong, Philippines for fishing inside the municipal waters and using active and unlicensed fishing gears 

inside the municipal limits.       

 

 
 
 

 

 

Introduction of Public Interactive Portal to Help Increase Understanding and Transparency of Carrier Vessels  

 

Recently, Global Fishing Watch launched a PUBLIC WEB PORTAL that policymakers and fishery managers can 

use to better understand the activities of vessels that take on catch from commercial fishing vessels and deliver it to 

ports worldwide for processing. The Pew Charitable Trusts lent its expertise in fisheries to the development of the 

portal to guide its effectiveness and application. 

 

The transfer of catch to carrier vessels, called transshipment, is a vital part of the global fishing industry. But it often 

takes place on the high seas, outside the view and reach of authorities, making it harder for them to verify that the 

amount and type of fish product transferred is lawful and sustainable. 

 

The portal, hosted on Global Fishing Watch’s platform, will show users the breadth of transshipment activity 

worldwide to raise awareness among fish suppliers and consumers and improve the transparency of this practice. 

Current monitoring and regulatory controls over transshipments at sea are inadequate, as there are few guarantees 

that all transfers are being reported and observed. This interactive, first-of-its-kind portal uses satellite technology, 

machine learning, and up-to-date vessel authorisation databases to give users consolidated information on carrier 

vessels’ activities, allowing them to analyse vessel tracks and see which ports the vessels frequent. By using the portal, 

fishery managers can improve how they monitor and regulate this vital part of the seafood supply chain, helping to 

ensure the long-term sustainability of the fisheries they oversee. 

 

The carrier vessel portal can give policymakers attending meetings of the five regional fisheries management 

organisations (RFMOs) a better understanding of transshipment activities in their respective waters. These RFMOs—

which, combined, are responsible for managing fisheries in more than 90% of the world’s ocean—are the Indian 

Ocean Tuna Commission, the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, the International Commission for the 

Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna, and the Western and 

Central Pacific Fisheries Commission. With the portal, they can easily cross-check publicly available information 

with vessel monitoring system data and the national and observer reports they already receive. 

 The detailed article can be accessed on the following link: https://globalfishingwatch.org/press-

release/transshipment-reform/ 

 

 

 

 

https://globalfishingwatch.org/carrier-portal
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                        IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 

A total of 23 IHM incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jun 20. This is an increase from 19 

incidents reported in Jun 20 and is the highest number of incidents recorded in a month since Jan 20. The Centre 

recorded a 45 % increase in incidents from May 20 and could be attributable to the favourable weather conditions in 

Mediterranean and opening of borders post lifting of lockdowns imposed due to COVID-19. Nine incidents were 

reported in South East Asia, seven in Mediterranean, four off Mayotte and two incidents off Oman.  

 

Enforcement by Malaysia – Nearly 40% of the reported incidents in Jul 20 involved apprehension of illegal migrants 

by the Malaysian authorities. The large number of reported incidents may be attributable to Op BENTENG by the 

Malaysian authorities. Reportedly, 96 boats were seized and 596 boat skippers were apprehended between 01 May – 

28 Jul 20 for engaging in various illicit activities including movement of illegal migrants.  

Rohingya Migration – Only one incident involving Rohingya migrants was reported in Jul 20 and 27 migrants were 

rescued by the MMEA. Traditionally, the sea conditions during the South West monsoon are unfavourable for the 

movement of boats carrying large number of migrants. However, the Centre continued to monitor several advisories 

related to movement of boats with Rohingya migrants.  

Mediterranean – Incidents reported in Mediterranean were off Lebanon, Libya, Malta and Turkey. As per reports, 

4650 migrants arrived in Italy and Malta in Jul 20 which is twice the number observed in Jun 20.  
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kuala Sungai Baru, Malaysia/ 01 Jul 20.   

On 01 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities foiled an attempt to smuggle in seven illegal immigrants using a vessel 

resembling a fishing boat in Kuala Sungai Baru, Malaysia. Reportedly, all the suspects were foreign nationals and 

had no valid travel documents. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 03 Jul 20.   

On 03 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities intercepted a kwassa type boat with 19 illegal immigrants onboard, 

three of whom required medical assistance and were taken care of by the rescue team on arrival. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aegean Coast, Turkey/ 06 Jul 20.   

On 06 Jul 20, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard stopped a vessel carrying 276 illegal migrants and eight 

human traffickers off Turkey's Aegean shore. Reportedly, the migrants were travelling in an air-tight compartment on 

the boat. After evacuation, some were found to have breathing difficulties. Eight people were apprehended on suspicion 

of illegal human migration. 

   

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Sekinchan, Malaysia/ 06 Jul 20.   

On 06 Jul 20, a local man was detained at the Seng Lee Jetty in Bagan Sekinchan for smuggling illegal immigrants into 

the country. Reportedly, officials apprehended five foreign nationals and seized a Class B trawler boat, two trawl nets, a 

Global Positioning System (GPS), a mobile phone, a walkie talkie and currency worth USD 156,000. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kota Tinggi, Malaysia/ 07 Jul 20.   

On 07 Jul 20, it was reported that the Malaysian Army apprehended seven foreign personnel attempting to enter or leave 

the country by sea at Kota Tinggi, Johor, Malaysia. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tanjung Piai, Malaysia/ 07 Jul 20.   

On 07 July 20, three foreign nationals were reported missing and two were rescued when a boat overturned while 

fleeing from the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Authority (MMEA) off Tanjung Piai, near Pontian, Malaysia. 

Reportedly, they were attempting to migrate illegally into Malaysia. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libyan Coast/ 08 Jul 20.   

On 08 Jul 20, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) reported that 18 

personnel attempting to migrate via Mediterranean Sea from Africa into Europe were 

rescued off the Libyan coast and were returned to Tripoli, Libya by the coast guard. 

Seven migrants were reported dead during the week they spent floating at sea and four 

migrants were reported in critical health condition. 

 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 08 Jul 20.   

On 08 Jul 20, it was reported that authorities rescued a kwassa type boat nearby Iris bank, with a total of five illegal 

personnel onboard, one of whom required medical assistance and were taken care of by the rescue team on arrival. 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY OF IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION INCIDENTS 
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Jaffna, Sri Lanka/ 11 Jul 20.   

On 11 Jul 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended a dinghy with two Sri Lankans onboard, 

attempting to migrate illegally from India and other two who had sailed on 10 Jul 20 

from Point Pedro to the international seas passing IMBL to provide transportation for 

migrants. They were handed over to the authorities for further investigation.  
 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lebanon/ 11 Jul 20.   

On 11 Jul 20, the Lebanese army arrested 15 personnel for illegally migrating from Lebanon to Cyprus by sea. The 15 

personnel were reportedly 14 foreign nationals and one Lebanese. They were referred to judicial bodies for further 

investigations and other legal procedures. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kampung Gambut Punggai, Malaysia/ 12 Jul 20.   

On 12 Jul 20, the Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF) foiled an attempt by five Indonesian personnel to migrate out of the 

country through an illegal route in Kota Tinggi. Reportedly, seven mobile phones and cash were seized and the suspects 

were handed over to the Bayu Damai police station for further action. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Bandar Penawar, Malaysia/ 13 Jul 20.   

On 13 Jul 20, it was reported that the authorities apprehended 13 foreigners attempting to enter the country by sea near 

Bandar Penawar in Johor. Reportedly, the officials seized six mobile phones, gold jewellery and cash worth over          

USD 400. 
 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Selangor, Malaysia/ 13 Jul 20.   

On 13 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 14 Indonesian illegal immigrants, 

attempting to smuggle into the country through an unofficial route at Bagan Lalang beach, onboard a fibre boat without 

the registration number. Upon noticing the presence of the MMEA boat, the illegal immigrants jumped into the sea and 

ran to the shore while the fibre boat accelerated to the middle of the sea. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration /Off Tanjung Piai, Malaysia/ 14 Jul 20.   

On 14 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 

five foreign nationals for attempting to enter the country using a 'water taxi‘ off South 

East of Tanjung Piai without valid documents. Investigation was initiated into the 

case.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Shinas, Oman/ 19 Jul 20.          

On 19 Jul 20, the Royal Oman Police (ROP) apprehended 26 personnel of different nationality for attempting to enter 

the Sultanate illegally. The boat was stopped close to the beaches of the wilayat of Shinas while they were attempting to 

infiltrate into the country.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Misrata, Libya/ 21 Jul 20.          

On 21 Jul 20, US Africa Command (AFRICOM) reported that the immigrants stranded in the Mediterranean Sea off the 

coast of Libya were rescued after US military personnel picked the distress signal from an inflatable vessel with 131 

passengers onboard, 40 nm North West of Misrata, Libya. AFRICOM coordinated with Libyan and Maltese naval 

authorities for rescue aid. 
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Comments. It was reported that more than 6,100 illegal immigrants have been rescued off the Libyan coast and 

returned to Libya so far in 2020. It is reported that opening of land borders and good weather conditions in the 

Mediterranean has lead to an increase in migrant crossings from Libya to Europe.  

Comments. Kwassa boats are small fishing boats that are often used by migrants to sail from the independent Comoros 

islands to the French territory of Mayotte. A huge number of people have attempted to make the crossings using 

kwassa boats. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 22 Jul 20.          

On 22 Jul 20, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) reported that 95 illegal 

immigrants were rescued off Libya’s Western Coast. A group of 95 migrants were returned to 

Khums, Libya by the Coast Guard. IOM staff reached onsite to provide the needed assistance.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Langkawi, Malaysia/ 26 Jul 20.   

On 26 Jul 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) rescued 26 Rohingya refugees at Pulau Rebak 

Besar, Langkawi after their boat capsized. Another one was rescued from the sea by a nearby fisherman. Subsequently, 

they were later taken to MMEA headquarters in Bukit Malut for further action. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Malta/ 27 Jul 20.   

On 27 Jul 20, it was reported that a group of 94 migrants were rescued by the Armed Forces of Malta who were in 

distress in Malta's search and rescue zone. They are in the custody of Maltese authorities. Malta has received around 

1,800 migrants since the beginning of the year. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration /Off Qurayyat, Oman/ 28 Jul 20.   

On 28 Jul 20, it was reported that the Royal Oman Police apprehended four personnel for attempting to enter the 

Sultanate illegally. The boat was seized close to the beach of Qurayyat by the authorities. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 28 Jul 20.   

On 28 Jul 20, it was reported that Libyan authorities have rescued 73 illegal migrants in the Mediterranean Sea and 

landed them in the North African country. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 28 Jul 20.   

On 28 Jul 20, the AEM HQ in Mayotte apprehended a kwassa type boat with a total of four illegal immigrants and an 

alleged smuggler onboard.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 29 Jul 20.   

On 29 Jul 20, the AEM HQ in Mayotte coordinated the rescue of a kwassa type boat with 

ten illegal immigrants onboard, in the area of Passe aux Bateaux, 08 nm West of Pointe 

Ngouja .  
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IOM Launches Online Course on Counter Trafficking in Humanitarian Settings 

One of the most neglected protection issues in emergencies is human trafficking. Often viewed as a pre-existing 

problem and not as a direct consequence of conflict or natural disaster, trafficking remains largely unaddressed 

during emergencies. For traffickers around the world, each disaster signals a sudden availability of potential prey. 

The International Organisation for Migration (IOM) works in close partnership with governments and humanitarian 

partners to address all aspects of counter-trafficking responses – Prevention, Protection, and Prosecution.   

Recently, IOM has launched an online training course on Countering Human Trafficking in Humanitarian Settings. 

The course, which has been developed by IOM experts in partnership with the US Department of State’s Office to 

Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons is designed for external audiences who may be familiar with 

humanitarian responses but are less familiar with anti-trafficking interventions in emergency contexts.  The 11-

module training is free of charge and provides a good foundation to show how human trafficking poses a very real 

risk to people affected by conflict, instability, natural disaster, and displacement.   

The course is available in English, French, Spanish, and Arabic on IOM’s E-Campus website.  

 

The writeup is an extract of an article published on IOM website. The article can be accessed on the following link: 
https://www.iom.int/news/iom-launches-online-course-counter-trafficking-humanitarian-settings 

 

https://www.iom.int/news/iom-launches-online-course-counter-trafficking-humanitarian-settings 

 

 

 

  

https://www.ecampus.iom.int/course/index.php?categoryid=55
https://www.ecampus.iom.int/course/index.php?categoryid=105
https://www.ecampus.iom.int/enrol/index.php?id=80
https://www.ecampus.iom.int/course/index.php?categoryid=107
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A total of 48 maritime incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jul 20 which is slightly less than the 

incidents recorded in Jun 20. Majority of the incidents were related to Search and Rescue and sinking of vessels 

followed by incidents of fire onboard vessels. While there was a sharp decrease in the number of collisions at sea 

(reduced from seven to two), the number of incidents involving vessels running aground increased from four in    

Jun 20 to six in Jul 20. The number of Medevac incidents remained similar to Jun 20.  

 

Capsize and Sinking of Vessels – The Centre recorded five incidents of capsizing and eight incidents of vessels 

sinking at sea. This is a slight decrease from 14 incidents reported in Jun 20 (ten capsizing and four sinking of 

vessels).  However, the number of such incidents is significantly higher than just two incidents reported in May 20. 

This may be attributed to heavy seas and rough weather encountered by mariners during the ongoing monsoon 

season.  

 

SAR Operations – A total of eight SAR and six Medevac operations undertaken by various maritime agencies were 

monitored during the month of Jul 20 which involved rescue of personnel at sea.  

 

Aground – Six incidents were reported of vessels running aground in Jul 20. One of the incidents involving a bulk 

carrier off Mauritius resulted in an oil spill and associated environmental disaster. 

 

 

 

 

  MARITIME INCIDENTS 
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 Fire/ Off Kilmai Island, Yemen/ 01 Jul 20.     

On 01 Jul 20, an incident of fire was reported in auxiliary engine room onboard a Denmark flagged container ship           

MV MAERSK SALALAH with 21 personnel onboard, in the Gulf of Aden. Spanish Navy warship ESPS SANTA MARIA 

remained in vicinity and monitored the situation. Vessel was reported safe. 

                               

 SAR/ Off Llandudno, South Africa/ 01 Jul 20. 

 

On 01 Jul 20, NSRI Hout Bay sea rescue craft rescued a local fishing trawler approx 07 nm off shore of Llandudno. 

Reportedly, the fishing trawler had an incident of engine failure. The crew of the trawler was rescued and the vessel was 

towed safely to the harbour. 

 

 Fire/ Off Guraaidhoo, Maldives/ 01 Jul 20. 

 

On 01 Jul 20, Maldives Police Service reported an incident of fire onboard a 

speedboat, injuring two crew members off the coast of Guraaidhoo, Thaa Atoll. As 

per reports, the speedboat was enroute from COMO Maalifushi to the capital city 

Male with six personnel onboard. The fire was extinguished and the injured 

personnel were taken to Maalifushi resort for treatment. 

 

 Sunk/ Off Pulau Mabul, Malaysia/ 04 Jul 20. 

 

On 04 Jul 20, a man was reported missing while his friend was found safe and rescued by the Semporna Marine Police 

Force (PPM), after their boat sank in heavy seas off Pulau Mabul. Reportedly, the rescued person was taken to 

Semporna Hospital for treatment. The search and rescue operation was being conducted over five sectors to search for 

another person and was reported to be missing. 

 

 SAR/ Off Chennai, India/ 05 Jul 20. 

 

On 05 Jul 20, MRCC Chennai (East) coordinated the rescue of six stranded Sri Lankan fishermen from a capsized boat 

around 170 nm East of Chennai by a merchant vessel YM SUMMIT. The Merchant vessel with the six fishermen 

onboard reached its next port of call, Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh on 06 Jul 20. 

 

 Sunk/ Off Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia/ 05 Jul 20. 

 

On 05 Jul 20, it was reported that a fishing boat KM KASIH 25 carrying 29 personnel onboard was reported sunk in 

Pukuafu Strait in East Nusa Tenggara, after encountering heavy waves. The boat crew members on nearby vessels 

rescued 19 personnel from choppy waters. Reportedly, three personnel including an infant had died and seven went 

missing. 

 

 Violent Confrontation/ Off Kodingareng Island, Indonesia/ 06 Jul 20. 

 

On 06 July 20, it was reported that the Indonesian residents threw Molotov bombs at a dredging ship 22 nm South West 

off Kodingareng Island, Indonesia as an act of protest. Reportedly, there was no explosion and no injuries were reported.  

 

 Capsize/ Off Kaashidhoo Island, Maldives/ 06 Jul 20. 

 

On 06 Jul 20, Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF) Coastguard rescued five passengers, after their boat sank in 

North of Kaashidhoo Island, Kaafu atoll. Reportedly, the boat was enroute from Malé City to Dhonakulhi Island in Haa 

Alif atoll. The five passengers included four Maldivians and one foreigner.  

 

 

 

MARITIME INCIDENTS 
 

SUMMARY OF MARITIME INCIDENTS 
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 Capsize/ Off Tanjung Piai, Malaysia/ 07 Jul 20. 

 

On 07 Jul 20, it was reported that three Indonesians were missing and two were rescued after a boat capsized while 

attempting  to escape from the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Authority (MMEA) off Tanjung Piai, near Pontian.  

 

 

 SAR/ Off Port Blair, India/ 11 Jul 20. 

On 11 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard ship RAJKAMAL rescued six Sri Lankan fishermen from a distressed boat 190 nm 

North-West of Port Blair, in adverse weather and sea conditions. Reportedly, the boat was taken under tow to Port Blair. 

 

 Medevac/ Off Manila, Philippines/ 11 Jul 20. 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that a crew of a Bahamas flagged ship MV CALEDONIAN SKY was medically evacuated 

by the coast guard vessel at Manila Anchorage. The patient was successfully evacuated and shifted to Manila Hospital 

for medical aid. 

 
 Sunk/ Off Jeneponto, Indonesia/ 11 Jul 20. 

On 11 Jul 20, it was reported that the SAR team rescued two crew members of the vessel KM ISMAIL JAYA which sank 

in the waters off South Sulawesi. Reportedly, the crew members had been drifting in the ocean for 15 hours after 

abandoning the vessel which suffered a leakage while sailing from Tondasi Port, Southeast Sulawesi to Jeneponto, 

South Sulawesi. As per reports, the vessel was carrying logs.  

 

 SAR/ Off West Kalimantan, Indonesia/ 12 Jul 20. 

On 12 Jul 20, it was reported that the SAR team found the body of a skipper, who went missing after his speedboat hit 

another boat in Kubu River, West Kalimantan. Reportedly, he was transporting a passenger from Senentang to Kubu 

Sub-district who survived the accident.  

 

 SAR/ Off Kakdwip, India/ 12 Jul 20. 

On 12 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard ship VIJAYA rescued 15 fishermen from fishing boat KRISHNA KANHAIYA in North 

Bay of Bengal. Reportedly, the boat had lost propeller and was drifting towards Bangladesh waters due to rough seas. 

Boat was safely towed and was handed over to Kakdwip fisheries association. 

 

 Medevac/ Off Vizag, India/ 13 Jul 20.                                                                            

 

On 13 Jul 20, MRCC Chennai coordinated medevac of Master of a Pakistani vessel MV HAYKAL, who suffered heart 

stroke and required immediate medical assistance. Reportedly, the vessel bound for Gopalpur was directed to Vizag 

harbour. Later the patient was disembarked by Vizag Port Trust Pilot boat and was shifted to hospital for further 

treatment. 

 

 Fire/ Off Bushehr, Iran/ 13 Jul 20. 

 

On 13 Jul 20, it was reported that seven boats caught fire at a shipyard at the Iranian port of Bushehr without causing 

any causalities. Reportedly, the fire had a boost from high winds and the fiberglass material of the boat's hulls. The 

blaze was extinguished within few hours. The cause of fire is not yet known. 

  

 

 

 

Update  

Based on the preliminary information, a search at the scene could not find the three victims of the mishap comprising 

two women and a man. The incident was also investigated as a case of illegal human migration. 
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 Sunk/ Off Hai Phong, Vietnam/ 13 Jul 20. 

 

On 13 Jul 20, it was reported that a cargo ship broke into two and sank in the Gulf of Tonkin due to rough weather. All 

crew members were rescued by a nearby fishing vessel and were reported to be safe. 

 

 Sunk/ Off Kangean Island, Indonesia/ 14 Jul 20. 

On 14 Jul 20, an Indonesian naval ship KRI TELUK Jakarta-541 carrying 55 crew members onboard was reported to be  

sunk while carrying out logistical duties off the coast of Kangean Island, East Java. The vessel had sustained a number 

of leaks before sinking. No casualties were reported in the incident. All 55 crewmen were rescued by nearby civilian 

ships KM Tanto Sejahtera and KM Dobonsolo. 

 

 Missing/ Off Visakhapatnam, India/ 14 Jul 20. 

On 14 Jul 20, a fisherman was reported missing after their boat capsized in the sea off Visakhapatnam due to high tides. 

Reportedly, the other five fishermen, who went along with the missing person managed to save themselves. SAR team 

was deployed in the area to find the missing fisherman. 

 SAR/ Off Palau Payar, Malaysia/ 15 Jul 20. 

On 15 Jul 20, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) activated a SAR operation for 

a fisherman who fell into the sea while fishing in the North of Pulau Payar, Langkawi. Reportedly, the victim was a 

local man who went out to the sea with a skipper and another fisherman in a fishing trawler boat. 

 
 Fire/ Off Reunion/ 15 Jul 20. 

On 15 Jul 20, an incident of fire was reported onboard a barge MILWAUKEE which was moored off Reunion Island, 

France. Reportedly, 30 firefighters were mobilised, including two special units to deal with the blaze. As per reports, the 

fire started from the engine room. The ship owner and the employees were treated on site for mild smoke inhalation, 

without having to be transported to hospital. 

 Collision/ Off Da Nang, Vietnam/ 16 Jul 20. 

On 16 Jul 20, it was reported that a general cargo vessel VINACOMIN HANOI collided with a fishing boat in the waters 

off Da Nang in Vietnam. Reportedly, the fishing boat sank and the six fishermen onboard were rescued by the nearby 

fishing boats. 

 Medevac/ Off Reunion/ 16 Jul 20. 

On 16 Jul 20, a Singapore flagged container ship MAERSK CADIZ, operating 50 nm off the coast of Reunion Island, 

made a request for medical evacuation for a crew member. The patient was airlifted by the integral helicopter of the 

frigate FLOREAL and transferred to the hospital for further treatment. 

 Medevac/ Off Jeffreys Bay, South Africa/ 16 Jul 20. 

On 16 Jul 20, NSRI sea rescue craft SPIRIT OF RICHARDS BAY was launched to evacuate a Russian crewman from a 

bulk carrier. The patient, with a medical issue, was taken to the hospital for medical care. 

 

 

 

Comments. It is the second known incident involving Indonesian naval ships in the past two years. On 11 Sep 18, 

fast missile boat KRI Rencong-622 caught fire and subsequently sunk while patrolling the waters of Sorong, West 

Papua 
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 Aground/ Off Selayar Island, Indonesia/ 17 Jul 20. 

On 17 Jul 20, it was reported that a general cargo vessel ASIA SATU ran aground near Selayar Island in Bontomanai 

district, Indonesia. The vessel was heavily damaged after its rudder broke and listed to port side due to the bad weather 

conditions. All of the crew members were safely evacuated by the search and rescue team.           

 Aground/ Off Cebu, Philippines/ 18 Jul 20. 

On 18 Jul 20, a cargo vessel MV DONA CAROLINE JOY ran aground off Lapu-Lapu City, Cebu. As per reports, while 

transiting at Cebu North Channel, the vessel encountered engine trouble that resulted in the vessel to run aground off 

Lapu-Lapu City. With the assistance of some tugboats, the vessel was refloated and safely anchored for hull inspection. 

 Sunk/ Off Male City, Maldives/ 18 Jul 20. 

On 18 Jul 20, Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF) reported that choppy seas and adverse weather conditions 

caused the fishing boat KANDU ROADHI – 01 to sink, which was fishing 17 nm off capital Malé City with nine crew 

members onboard. The incident was reported to the authority and no injuries were reported. 

 

 Fire/ Off Markiban Island, Philippines/ 20 Jul 20. 

 

On 20 Jul 20, an incident of fire was reported onbaord a general cargo vessel MORETA VENTURE off Markiban Island 

in Batangas. All crew members onboard the vessel were reported to be safe. Philippines Coast Guard patrol vessel BRP 

BORACAY responded and provided assistance. A PCB helicopter was also sent to the site for further assistance. 

 Sunk/ Off Aldabra Island, Seychelles/ 20 Jul 20. 

On 20 Jul 20, an Australian flagged catamaran vessel OHANA ULI enroute from Tanzania to Seychelles with two 

personnel onboard was reported sunk, about 250 nm North-North West of Aldabra Island, Seychelles. Reportedly, the 

tanker MT ATLANTIC LILY diverted her course and rescued the sunken catamaran and two personnel onboard a life raft. 

Several attempts were made to rescue the two personnel but due to heavy swells and poor visibility the 

attempts were unsuccessful. 

 Aground/ Off Thilafushi, Maldives/ 21 Jul 20. 

On 21 Jul 20, a boat named NOOMAS ran aground near the Northern side of Thilafushi, Maldives. Reportedly, the boat 

was carrying two locals and one expatriate. Bad weather caused the vessel to drift and run aground. 

 Fire/ Off Belitung, Indonesia/ 21 Jul 20. 

On 21 Jul 20, passenger RORO BAHARI INDONESIA suffered fire onboard in the waters off Belitung in Indonesia. The 

ship with 26 crew and 20 vehicles onboard was engulfed in thick smoke. The crew had to abandon BAHARI 

INDONESIA in lifeboats and rafts and were reportedly rescued by a nearby vessel KM SAMUDERA JAYA ABADI. All 

crew members were reported to be safe.  

 

 

Update  

On 24 Jul 20, it was reported that a Seychelles Air Force Dornier aircraft was tasked to carry out an aerial search in 

the area where the couple was last sighted. Reportedly, the weather did not allow the aircraft to carry out planned 

search and it had to return back to Mahe. Subsequently, communication was sent to vessels, regional centres and 

islands surrounding the area, to look-out for life raft and to inform the Coast Guard on any new development or 

sightings related to the incident.  
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 Capsize/ Off Negros Occidental, Philippines/ 21 Jul 20. 

On 21 Jul 20, it was reported that two fishermen were rescued by the Philippine Coast Guard after their fishing boat 

capsized in the waters off Binalbagan, Negros Occidental. The boat capsized when its fishnet was accidentally hit by a 

moving fishing boat.  

 Collision/ Off Likoni, Kenya/ 22 Jul 20. 

On 22 Jul 20, it was reported that MV KWALE while sailing from Mombasa island with passengers and vehicles 

onboard lost steering power and collided into the ferry MV SAFARI which was about to sail across the Likoni channel. 

MV SAFARI experienced a hole in the hull leading to flooding in the engine room. The ferry was towed back to the port. 

 SAR/ Off Bosaco, Somalia/ 22 Jul 20. 

On 22 Jul 20, it was reported that the tug ALAA was rescued by the Spanish 

frigate SANTA MARIA after the tug went adrift in Somalian waters. Reportedly, 

the tug had been drifting for more than 10 days, with no water or food. As per 

reports, SANTA MARIA helicopter was launched in order to locate the tug. The 

helicopter found the tug with only one crewmember and supplied him with food 

and water. Subsequently, the frigate also arrived at the position of the tug and 

sent the boarding team in an attempt to repair the engines. Further, the tug was 

towed for more than 130nm to the Somalian city of Bosaso and was handed over 

to the national coast guard authorities.  

 Fire/ Off Carcar City, Philippines/ 23 Jul 20. 

On 23 Jul 20, it was reported that a passenger RORO FILIPINAS DINAGAT caught fire in the waters off Carcar City in 

Cebu, Philippines. The Philippine Coast Guard reached the vessels location to extinguish the fire. Reportedly,  the 

vessel remained afloat, but flames continued to engulf the vessel. The PCG dispatched tug boats to assist the vessel and 

all forty five crew members were rescued. Some sustained injuries but were brought to the nearest hospital for 

treatment.  

 Death/ Off Goa, India/ 24 Jul 20. 

On 24 Jul 20, the Indian Navy’s Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) assisted the 

authorities to locate and recover the body of a man who drowned off South Goa 

coast. Reportedly, he had gone for a swim in the sea and his body got stuck on 

rocks off Cab de Rame Fort at Betul, South of Panaji.  

 Aground/ Off Masalembu Island, Indonesia/ 24 Jul 20. 

On 24 Jul 20, it was reported that an Indonesia flagged cargo vessel KM DJO NO 3 ran aground off Masalembu Island, 

Indonesia. Reportedly, the cargo vessel was caught in rough weather and started to drift towards the shore. 

Subsequently, the vessel sank partially after hitting the rocks at Masalembu Island. As per reports, of 16 people onboard, 

nine were evacuated while seven remained onboard to control the damage and assist in salvage. 

 

 

Update  

 

On 26 Jul 20, it was reported that the fire onboard had originated from one of the vehicles onboard the vessel.  

Search and Rescue Operation for the stricken vessel, which was in the Java Sea waters, approximately 117 nautical 

miles from Jakarta was initiated. Three vessels of Sea SAR were deployed to the scene, SAR vessel Wisnu, Alugara 

and Bahari 3. 
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 Aground/ Off Mauritius/ 25 Jul 20. 

On 25 Jul 20, a Panama flagged bulk carrier WAKASHIO enroute from Singapore to Tubarao, Brasil ran aground near 

Pointe d'Esny, Mauritius. Reportedly, the vessel's hull remained undamaged, though the engine room was flooded due to 

a ruptured water hose pipe. The ship was reportedly carrying 3,895 metric tons of fuel oil, 200 metric tons of diesel and 

90 metric tons of lubricant oil on-board.  

 SAR/ Off Pamban, India/ 26 Jul 20.  

On 26 Jul 20, it was reported that the Indian Naval helicopter rescued four  Tamil Nadu fishermen, stranded in the sea 

off nearby Pamban bridge, Rameswaram after their boat hit a rock and sank. Of the eight crew members onboard the 

boat, four were rescued by a boat in vicinity while four were rescued by Indian Naval helicopter.  
  

 Medevac/ Off Port Blair, India/ 26 Jul 20. 

On 26 Jul 20, Indian Coast Guard evacuated a trainee officer deputed on a merchant ship seeking medical aid approx 

450 nm West of Great Nicobar. Reportedly, the merchant ship was on its way from Cochin to Singapore. A rescue 

operation was launched and the mariner was successfully evacuated. 

 

 Aground/ Off Cilacap Coast, Indonesia/ 26 Jul 20. 

On 26 Jul 20, it was reported that the Tug TB VOYAGER 6 towing a barge loaded with 9,000 tons of coal, ran aground 

on Cilacap coast, Central South Java. Reportedly, the tug encountered strong winds and heavy seas. 

 

 SAR/ Off Scarborough Shoal/ 26 Jul 20. 

On 26 Jul 20, it was reported that a fisherman was reported missing in the waters of the Scarborough Shoal, West 

Philippine Sea. Reportedly, the fisherman was conducting a survey using a smaller boat where he encountered bad 

weather and failed to return to the larger boat. Other fishermen failed to rescue him due to inclement weather conditions. 

A SAR was initiated to locate the missing fisherman. 

 

 Capsize/ Off Kothi Estuary, Kerala/ 27 Jul 20. 

On 27 Jul 20, it was reported that a fisherman from Kappakkal drowned after his fishing boat encountered high tides 

near the Kothi estuary in Kerala. Reportedly, after the incident, the fisherman died on the way to hospital and the other 

man who was onboard with him was saved. The boat and fishing net were destroyed in the tide. 

 
 Sunk/ Off Taliabu, Indonesia/ 27 Jul 20. 

On 27 Jul 20, it was reported that a traditional cargo ship KLM BUKIT RAHMAT loaded with cloves, sank in the waters 

between Sonit and Timpaus. It was enroute from Luwuk to Taliabu, North Maluku. All 30 personnel onboard were 

reported to be safe. 

 

 Death/ Off Merak, Indonesia/ 28 Jul 20. 

 

On 28 Jul 20, it was reported that two crew members onboard ferry MUTIARA PERSADA 2 were struck by a parted 

mooring line at Merak, Java, Sunda Strait. They were taken to the hospital and reportedly one succumbed to injuries and 

the second crew member suffered slight injuries. 

 

 

Update 

As per reports, the vessel had broken into two sections due to a crack in the cargo hold no 8. A towage plan will be 

implemented to tow the forward part of the vessel. Detailed report on the incident has been included in the 

environmental safety section. 
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 Capsize/ Off Knysna, South Africa/ 28 Jul 20. 

 

On 28 Jul 20, the National Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI) rescued a South African National Defence Force (SANDF) boat 

that capsized at the Knysna Heads. All crew were reported to be safe, with one injured soldier in a stable condition. 

 
 Container Overboard/ Off Jebel Ali, UAE/ 30 Jul 20. 

  

On 30 Jul 20, it was reported that the containers stack on the stern of the container 

ship UNI FLORIDA collapsed while moored at Jebel Ali, UAE. Some containers 

were damaged and some reportedly fell overboard.  
 

 Medevac/ Off Manglore, India/ 31 Jul 20. 

 

On 31 Jul 20, it was reported that Indian Coast Guard ship AMARTYA undertook medical evacuation of an ill crew 

member from a Hong Kong flagged Tanker MT HIGH SATURN near the coast of New Mangalore. The patient was 

shifted to the hospital from the Mangalore port and reported to be stable. 

 

 

 

 

Establishment of Routeing Scheme in South West Indian Coast, off Kerala 

 

Meeting the long pending demand, the India’s Ministry of Shipping has separated the operation routes of merchant 

vessels and fishing vessels in South West Indian waters, considering the safety and efficiency of navigation. The 

Arabian Sea around the South West coast of India is a busy sea route, with substantial number of merchant ships 

passing through the area, along with large number of fishing vessels operating in the area. It sometimes causes 

accidents between them, resulting in damage of property and environmental pollution, and in several instances has 

resulted in loss of lives also.  

 

A routeing scheme along the coast of Kerala and through Lakshadweep islands has been established to create 

favored fishing grounds for fishermen. It has come into force w.e.f 01 Aug 20. Reportedly the routeing system in 

South-West Indian waters cuts right through the 200-500 mtr depth zone of the Kollam coast. It will also ensure 

improvement in avoidance of collision, ease in flow of traffic along with safety of life at sea and enhance protection 

of marine environment.  

 

The coordinates of the routeing system in South West of Indian waters off Kerala is notified by DG Shipping through 

M.S. Notice-11 of 2020 which can be accessed on following link available on the DG Shipping website: 

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007020503077539385MS_Notice_11of2020final.pdf  

 

 
 

 

TSS passing through  

Nine Degree Channel off 

Lakshadweep Islands 

TSS parallel to West Coast 

of India along Kerala 

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007020503077539385MS_Notice_11of2020final.pdf
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 Fuel Spill / Off Iloilo City, Philippines/ 03 Jul 20.     

 

On 03 Jul 20, it was reported that 320 personnel were evacuated 

after a power generation barge exploded off Iloilo City, 

Philippines. The subsequent spill into water off Iloilo Strait is 

reportedly estimated to be 12,000 gallons of bunker fuel. The 

Philippine Coast Guard deployed booms around the vessel to 

contain the oil and skimmer boats attempted to retrieve a portion 

of the pollutants. However, rough sea conditions caused a release 

from fuel overtopping the containment barrier. 

 

 Aground/ off Mauritius/ 25 Jul 20  

On 25 Jul 20, a Panama flagged bulk carrier WAKASHIO ran aground near Pointe d'Esny, Mauritius. The vessel plowed 

into the pristine coral reefs of Mauritius in the midst of three internationally renowned nature reserves, containing some 

of the rarest and most endangered species, as well as Mauritius’ largest coral barrier reef around Pointe D’Esny in the 

Southeast of the country. On 13 Aug 20, it was reported that more than 3,000 of the 4,000 tonnes of oil from the ship's 

fuel tanks had been pumped out. The fuel has been transferred to shore by helicopter and by MT TRESTA STAR an 

Indian owned barge. France and India also sent military aircraft with pollution-control equipment from Réunion and 

India respectively. The Mauritius Coast Guard and several police units are also at the site in the South-East of the 

island. As per the latest reports, the vessel had broken into two sections due to a crack in the cargo hold no 8. A towage 

plan will be implemented to tow the forward part of the vessel. 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY 
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nishandegnarain/2020/08/12/15-rare-species-in-danger-from-the-wakashio-oil-disaster-in-mauritius/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nishandegnarain/2020/08/12/15-rare-species-in-danger-from-the-wakashio-oil-disaster-in-mauritius/
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 Suspicious approaches in Gulf of Aden/ Gulf of Oman. 

 

There were no reported incidents of suspicious approach in the Gulf of Aden/ Gulf of Oman in the month of Jul 20. 

However, one incident of suspicious approach was reported off the east coast of Somalia. The lone incident which did 

not have a confirmed sighting of ladders or weapons may not be piratical in nature. The presence of a small boat as a 

normal pattern of life and routine movement of fishing vessels in the area cannot be ruled out. The details have been 

covered in the first section of the MMSU.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gulf of Aden/Gulf of Oman Update 
 

 

Changing Trends of Maritime Security in the Region 

 

 

On 09 Jul 20, it was reported that the Saudi Led Coalition destroyed two remotely controlled waterborne explosive 

devices (RC-WBIED) in the Red Sea. It is understood that the boats were prepared by the Houthi rebels to target SLC 

naval or merchant vessels transiting in the Red Sea.  

 

While this incident is not directly related to acts of piracy and armed robbery, they have a huge impact on the overall 

maritime security in the region. This, alongwith similar incidents involving use of a remotely controlled unmanned 

skiff against a tanker (as observed in Mar 20), use of WBIED boats (as observed in May 20) and mining of waters off 

Gulf of Oman and Red Sea complicates the security situation in the area.  

 

As per the assessment of DNK-IOC and other industry sources, these groups are unlikely to target the general 

shipping transiting in the area. It is likely that these attacks would be targeted against a few national flagged tankers. 

However, the possibility of mis-identification and collateral damage does transfer risk to vessels transiting the area.  

 

While the presence of naval forces has largely prevented any significant pirate attack, the impact of COVID-19 on the 

economic stability of the region may have a detrimental effect in the near future. Mariners are advised to continue to 

exercise caution and ensure strict adherence to BMP5 and other preventive measures already being undertaken by 

the vessels. 
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 Governments pledge action for seafarers at crucial crew change summit. 

IMO Secretary-General has welcomed the commitment of 13 countries to facilitate crew changes and achieve key 

worker designation for seafarers, following a virtual ministerial summit hosted by the UK Government on 09 Jul 20. 

This step represents significant progress to help resolve a growing crisis facing the maritime industry, and enable 

hundreds of thousands of stranded seafarers to go home or join ships. In a joint statement, representatives 

from 13 countries expressed their deep concern about the current crisis and acknowledged that “the inability of ship 

operators worldwide to conduct ship’s crew changes is the single most pressing maritime operational challenge to the 
safe and efficient movement of global trade”.    

 Measuring and Mapping Maritime Security in the Bay of Bengal. 

A new policy brief from Stable Seas was recently released which helps to measure 

and map various maritime security issues across the Bay of Bengal region. 

Building off the recent release of the in-depth report Stable Seas: Bay of Bengal 

and expanded Maritime Security Index, the brief looks at the maritime security 

challenges that face the region and what can be done to address them. The 

document dives deep into the each of the nine maritime security issue areas 

covered in the index for all the states along the Bay of Bengal littoral. The brief 

pays particular attention to the role of the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-

Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC). BIMSTEC is well 

placed to play a leading role in facilitating maritime cooperation in the region. The 

brief details the potential of BIMSTEC to play such a role and suggests a few 

areas of potential policy prioritisation for consideration as the region develops 

collaborations and solutions to its maritime security challenges.   

 

 Indian Coast Guard & Indonesia Coast Guard sign MoU to boost maritime relations. 

In a significant step towards bolstering the comprehensive 

strategic partnership between India and Indonesia, a MoU has 

been signed between the Indian Coast Guard and Indonesia 

Coast Guard.  This will enhance collaborative and cooperative 

engagements in the domains of maritime law enforcement, 

maritime search and rescue and marine pollution response. 

This is likely to entail exchange of information towards 

combating transnational maritime crimes, facilitation of 

coordinated search and rescue operations at sea and conduct of 
capacity and capability building activities.  

 

 WTO Members agree on 2020 Work Programme to advance fisheries subsidies negotiations. 

Members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) reaffirmed their 

commitment to work towards an agreement on negotiations on fisheries 

subsidies that undermine marine resources as well as the food security 

and livelihoods of fisheries dependent populations. Members agreed to 

use a draft consolidated document circulated by the Chair of the 

Negotiating Group as the starting point for negotiations in Sep 20. 

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO), 

almost 60% of assessed fish stocks are fully exploited and 34% of fish 

stocks are fished at unsustainable levels. This overfishing contributes to a 

decline in the productivity of the fisheries sector and threatens fisheries’ 
sustainability, food security, employment opportunities, and livelihoods 

Events of Interest 
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 Nigerian Navy begins Operation DOUBENI ll in N/Delta. 

 

The Central Naval Command of the Nigerian Navy has launched a 

90-day maritime operation code named ‘Operation DOUBENI II’ 

with a vow to eradicate criminalities in the coastal lines of the Niger 

Delta region. The operation, which was launched at the Nigerian 

Port Authority Jetty Warri in Jul 20, is a follow up to operation 

‘Calm Water’ launched in 2019, which resulted in the destruction of 

186 illegal refineries and arrest of suspected operators. The 

operation is aimed at curbing criminal activities within the 

command’s area of responsibility and making the area crime free for 
economic exploratory activities for enhanced national development.  

 

 Digitalisation of Shipping – More important than ever. 

Digitalisation, big data, and new technologies such as artificial 

intelligence are key in enabling the post COVID recovery, IMO 

Secretary-General stated in a webinar on 28 Jul 20 on Digital 

Connectivity and Data Standards. Cooperation between shipping, 

ports and logistics will be vital for enhancing the efficiency and 

sustainability of shipping and therefore facilitating trade and 

fostering economic recovery and prosperity.  IMO’s key role in 

ensuring shipping can embrace the digital revolution while 

ensuring safety, environmental protection as well as cyber 

security. Digitalisation and new technologies will also be the key 

to allowing standardisation and therefore enhancing the 
efficiency of shipping.  

 

 Robot boat completes three week Atlantic mission. 

 
The 12 m Uncrewed Surface Vessel (USV) MAXLIMER 

has completed a 22 day long mission to map an area of 

seafloor in the Atlantic. SEA-KIT International, which 

developed the craft, "skippered" the entire outing via satellite 

from its base in Tollesbury in eastern England. The mission 

was part funded by the European Space Agency. Robot boats 

promise a dramatic change in the way we work at sea. 

Already, many of the big survey companies that run 

traditional crewed vessels have started to invest heavily in 

the new, remotely operated technologies. Freight companies 

are also acknowledging the cost advantages that will come 
from running robot ships.  
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 Maritime Community Response to the COVID-19 Outbreak. Various advisories to maritime community have 

been released by IMO and India’s Director General Shipping in light of the COVID-19 outbreak. IFC-IOR has compiled 

various references below for the benefit of maritime community particularly operating in Indian Ocean. 

 

  Foreign seafarers allowed to sign off at Indian ports and go abroad.  

The Government of India has allowed foreign seafarers to sign off at Indian ports and permitted them to go abroad in 

Vande Bharat flights, non-scheduled commercial flights or chartered flights. The permission is applicable to foreign 

seafarers employed on ships other than cruise ships. The detailed SOP can be accessed on DG Shipping website on the 
following link:  

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007200606426231111DGSOrder21of2020.pdf  

 

 

 

Gen for Mariners 
 

COVID-19 Advisories Related to Maritime Community 

 

 IMO Circular dated 01 Jul 20 on Recommendations for port and coastal States on the prompt disembarkation 

of seafarers for medical care ashore during the COVID-19 can be accessed at  

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%2

0No.4204-Add.23%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-

%20Recommendations%20For%20Port%20And%20CoastalStates%20On%20medical%20care.pdf 

  

 DG Shipping – India’s DG  Shipping DGS  Order No 18 of 2020 dated 07 Jul 20   regarding   Extension of the 

validity  of  ship  sanitation  certificate  for Indian  registered  vessels  operating on the coast of India  in view of 

COVID-19 pandemic can be accessed at 

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007141044221922624DGS_Order_18of2020.pdf 

 

 DG Shipping – India’s DG Shipping Public Notice of 2020 dated 07 Jul 20 regarding Extension of validity of 

GMDSS-GOC licenses in view of COVID-19 outbreak can be accessed at 

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007070625180128795extension_of_GOC_licenses.pdf 

  

 IMO Circular dated 13 Jul 20 on Outcome of the International Maritime Virtual Summit on Crew Changes 

organised by the United Kingdom can be accessed at   

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%2

0No.4204-Add.24%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-

%20Outcome%20Of%20The%20International%20MaritimeVirtual%20Summit%20On%20Crew%20Change.pdf 

 

 IMO Circular dated 24 Jul 20 on Outcome of surveys by ICS and ITF on health protection measures onboard 

ships in response to the COVID-19 can be accessed at  

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%2

0No.4204-Add.25%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-

%20Outcome%20Of%20Surveys%20By%20Ics%20And%20Itf%20OnHealth%20Protection%20Measures.pdf 

 

 DG Shipping – India’s DG Shipping DGS Order No 28 of 2020 dated 29 Jul 20 regarding Conduct of Maritime 

courses using virtual classes/ Live video sessions in view of COVID-19 Pandemic can be accessed at  

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007290516326134433DGSCircular28of2020.pdf 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007200606426231111DGSOrder21of2020.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.23%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Recommendations%20For%20Port%20And%20CoastalStates%20On%20medical%20care.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.23%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Recommendations%20For%20Port%20And%20CoastalStates%20On%20medical%20care.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.23%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Recommendations%20For%20Port%20And%20CoastalStates%20On%20medical%20care.pdf
https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007141044221922624DGS_Order_18of2020.pdf
https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202007070625180128795extension_of_GOC_licenses.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.24%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Outcome%20Of%20The%20International%20MaritimeVirtual%20Summit%20On%20Crew%20Change.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.24%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Outcome%20Of%20The%20International%20MaritimeVirtual%20Summit%20On%20Crew%20Change.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Documents/COVID%20CL%204204%20adds/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204-Add.24%20-%20Coronavirus%20(Covid-19)%20-%20Outcome%20Of%20The%20International%20MaritimeVirtual%20Summit%20On%20Crew%20Change.pdf
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 Cyber resilience in Shipping and Maritime Industry. 

Cyber resilience is the ability to prepare for, respond to and recover from 

cyber attacks. It helps an organisation protect against cyber risks, defend 

against and limit the severity of attacks, and ensure its continued survival 

despite an attack. Shipping is a USD 04 trillion global industry responsible for 

transporting 80% of the world’s energy, commodities and goods. Being a 

lucrative and dominant sector, the industry has been vulnerable to cyber 

attacks and a hot favourite of cyber criminals. With the advent of newer 

technology, ships are increasingly using systems that rely on digitisation, 

digitalisation, integration, and automation, which call for cyber risk 

management on board.  

 Indian PM invites EU firms to boost economy and maritime security. 

India and the European Union (EU) agreed on to start a high-level dialogue on finalising trade and investment 

agreements even as Prime Minister Narendra Modi invited European businesses to invest in the country to hasten a post 

COVID-19 economic recovery. During a virtual summit, the leadership of the two sides agreed to scale up defence and 

security ties, including the launch of a NEW MARITIME SECURITY DIALOGUE, consultations on crisis 

management and deeper cooperation between the Indian Navy and the European Union Naval Force Atalanta, the EU’s 
counter-piracy military operation in the Western Indian Ocean. 

 

     Further progress towards greener and safer ship recycling in Bangladesh. 

 

Good progress towards greener and safer ship recycling in Bangladesh has been 

reported during the annual meeting for the IMO-Norway-Bangladesh project on 

"Safe and Environmentally Sound Ship Recycling in Bangladesh – Phase II" 

(SENSREC), held virtually on 08 Jul 20. IMO and the Governments of Norway and 

Bangladesh took stock of the Project and discussed further cooperation. The meeting 

was informed that major steps forward have been made in training for ship recycling 

workers, train-the-trainer workshops, awareness-raising and the preparation for a 

Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility (TSDF) for hazardous wastes.  

 

 ICS launches essential Guidance for Engine Room Safety.  

 

The design, complexity and arrangement of engine rooms across the global 

shipping fleet vary far more widely than for bridges, and yet until today there has 

been no dedicated guidance for safe engine room operations. The International 

Chamber of Shipping (ICS) has met this challenge and published the ICS Engine 

Room Procedures Guide. Unique in the industry, the Guide provides authoritative 

and comprehensive guidance on engine room procedures, to ensure that ships’ 

engine rooms are operated and managed safely while at the same time continuing 

to protect the environment. Engine rooms are complex environments where even 

minor mistakes can have serious consequences. With clear information on simple 

yet vital procedures, following the guidance in the Engine Room Procedures Guide 

can avoid costly damages running into millions  and more importantly loss of life. 

The Engine Room Procedures Guide can be accessed on the following link: 
https://publications.ics-shipping.org/single-product.php?id=46 

 

 

 

 

http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/PartnershipsProjects/Pages/SENSREC-Phase-II.aspx
https://publications.ics-shipping.org/single-product.php?id=46
https://seanews.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Sea_News_Freight_THUMB-scaled.jpg
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 Asian waters account for largest share of ships lost at sea 

 

Incidences of large vessels lost at sea have occurred mostly in Asian waters, even as such losses on a global basis are at 

a record low in 2019, according to a review by insurer Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty (AGCS). Based on AGCS’ 

Safety & Shipping Review 2020, 14 large ships were lost in Asian waters last year, accounting for more than 33% of 

losses worldwide. Globally, 41 large ships were lost in 2019, down by more than 20% year-on-year and almost 70% 

over a decade. Incidences of large vessels lost at sea have occurred mostly in Asian waters, even as such losses on a 

global basis are at a record low in 2019. Globally, 41 large ships were lost in 2019, down by more than 20% year-on-

year and almost 70% over a decade. The decline is a result of sustained efforts in the areas of regulation, training and 

technological advancement, among others. Regionally, South China, Indochina, Indonesia and the Philippines remain 

the top loss location with 12 vessels in 2019 and 228 vessels over the past decade. Japan, South Korea and North China 

saw two vessels lost in 2019 and are the third largest loss location overall with 104 since 2010. Cargo ships (15) 

accounted for more than a third of vessels lost in the past year, most of them in Southeast Asian waters. Foundered 

ships (sunk/ submerged) were the main cause of all total losses, accounting for three in four (31). Bad weather 
accounted for one in five losses. 

  EU Releases Guidance for Resumption of Cruising.  

The European Union's Healthy Gateways working group released 

interim advice for the resumption of cruise ship operations. The 

guidance is not binding and is subject to change as the pandemic 

progresses, but it is based on European Commission guidelines for the 

travel industry. The group's recommendations are comprehensive, 

covering everything from voyage planning and infection prevention 

through public health response measures. 

 

 Comoros accedes to Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons. 

 

The Union of the Comoros became the 179th State Party to the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 

Persons, especially women and children. Comoros has been a State Party to the associated United Nations Convention 
against Translational Organised Crime since 2003.  

 

 Hydrogen’s future may follow path blazed by Natural Gas. 

 

For a glimpse into the future of a hydrogen-fueled world, look no 

further than natural gas and the technology that rapidly transformed 

it into a global commodity. Following natural gas’s lead, Japan is 

preparing to trial imports from Australia of super chilled liquid 

hydrogen. German energy utility RWE AG is promoting hydrogen in 

a planned liquefied natural gas terminal, while Britain’s National 

Grid Plc is exploring options for the fuel at its LNG port near 

London. In the future, many LNG import terminals will almost 

certainly allow for the import of both LNG and liquid hydrogen. 

While hydrogen and natural gas can mix as a gas but not as a liquid, 

new storage facilities and tankers would have to be built because 
retrofitting LNG terminals would be too costly. 

 

 

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Jul 20 in IOR region has been uploaded on    

IFC-IOR website for reference.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/hydrogen-champion-hyundai-races-to-electric-as-tesla-takes-off-11595901790500.html
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IMO 

 

IMB-PRC 

 

ReCAAP 

 

RMIFC Madagascar 

 

MDAT-GoG 

 

IFC Singapore 

 

DNK-IOC 

 

GARD 

 

Windward 

 
Safety4sea 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/ 

  

https://gisis.imo.org/ 

  

https://www.icc-ccs.org/ 

  

https://www.fleetmon.com/ 

 

https://www.omanobserver.om/ 

 

https://www.thesundaily.my/ 

 

http://www.colombopage.com/ 

 

http://bernama.com/  

 

http://maritimereview.co.za/ 

 

https://www.nst.com.my/ 

 

https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

     

https://www.infomigrants.net/ 

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/  

Sources/ News Links 
 

https://arxmaritime.com/
https://gisis.imo.org/
https://www.icc-ccs.org/
https://www.fleetmon.com/
https://www.omanobserver.om/
https://www.thesundaily.my/
http://www.colombopage.com/
http://bernama.com/
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/
https://www.vesseltracker.com/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
https://www.infomigrants.net/
https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/
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 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security and safety in the 

IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are relevant to 

maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of common concern 

with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, workshops, 

exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian Assistance 

and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of Interest 

(VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and international 

agencies. 
  

Charter of IFC-IOR 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal and 

external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open sources. The 

report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and anomalies to ensure safety and 

security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort has been taken to ensure veracity of data, 

due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests 

and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive 

and prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime domain.  

The information contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of the views of the 

Indian Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, please contact the IFC-

IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 

 

 

https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/

